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PART I. Financial Information
Item 1. Financial Statements
QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(in thousands, except per share amounts)
Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Loss from operations
Interest expense
Interest income and other, net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

$

Net loss per share:
Basic
Diluted

6,242
5,401
841

$

2,400
4,617
(1,444)
(74)
292
(1,226)
2
(1,228)

$
$

(0.20) $
(0.20) $

(0.04)
(0.04)

28,814
28,814
See accompanying Notes to Condensed Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements.

QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

9,333
3,760
5,573

2,287
4,593
(6,039)
(85)
246
(5,878)
15
(5,893) $

Weighted average shares:
Basic
Diluted

3

$

28,059
28,059

(in thousands, except par value amount)
April 1,
2007

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investment in Tower Semiconductor Ltd.
Accounts receivable, net of allowances for doubtful accounts of $146 and $861, respectively
Inventory
Other current assets
Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Investment in Tower Semiconductor Ltd.
Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS

$

$

December 31,
2006

21,120
1,530
2,231
6,473
1,645
32,999
5,011
769
4,017
42,796

$

2,182
2,640
1,594
959
1,992
9,367

$

$

24,621
1,530
2,839
9,064
1,894
39,948
5,480
769
4,038
50,235

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Trade payables
Accrued liabilities
Deferred income on shipments to distributors
Deferred royalty revenue
Current portion of debt and capital lease obligations
Total current liabilities

$

Long-term liabilities:
Debt and capital lease obligations, less current portion
Total liabilities

1,238
10,605

4,383
2,462
1,152
960
2,292
11,249
1,618
12,867

Commitments and contingencies (see Notes 12 and 13)
Stockholders’ equity:
Common stock, $0.001 par value; 100,000 shares authorized; 28,858 and 28,680 shares issued and
outstanding, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Accumulated deficit
Total stockholders’ equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

29
164,854
726
(133,418)
32,191
42,796 $

$

29
164,138
726
(127,525)
37,368
50,235

See accompanying Notes to Condensed Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements.
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(in thousands)
Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by (used for) operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Stock-based compensation
Inventory write-down
Utilization of wafer credits from Tower Semiconductor Ltd.
Bad debt expense
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Other assets
Trade payables
Accrued liabilities
Deferred income and royalty revenue

$

(5,893) $

(1,228)

807
381
2,465

686
452
232

67
35

25
—

573
126
203
(2,201)
178
441

1,442
(9)
(17)
(32)
(591)
316

Net cash provided by (used for) operating activities

(2,818)

1,276

Cash flows from investing activities:
Capital expenditures for property and equipment
Net cash used for investing activities

(338)
(338)

(709)
(709)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Payment of debt and capital lease obligations
Proceeds from debt and capital lease obligations
Proceeds from issuance of common stock
Net cash provided by (used for) financing activities

(680)
—
335
(345)

(660)
932
1,064
1,336

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

$

(3,501)
24,621
21,120 $

1,903
28,283
30,186

Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information:
Interest paid
Income taxes paid

$
$

96
19

$
$

58
13

Supplemental schedule of non-cash investing and financing activities:
Capital lease obligation to finance capital expenditures and related maintenance

$

—

$

791

See accompanying Notes to Condensed Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements.
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(in thousands)
Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

Net loss
Other comprehensive loss, net of tax:
Unrealized loss on investments
Total comprehensive loss

$

(5,893) $

(1,228)

$

—
(5,893 ) $

(229)
(1,457 )

See accompanying Notes to Condensed Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements.
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1—The Company and Basis of Presentation
QuickLogic Corporation (“QuickLogic” or the “Company”) was founded in 1988 and reincorporated in Delaware in 1999. The
Company develops and markets low power programmable solutions that enable customers to add features to their mobile, consumer and
industrial products. The Company is a fabless semiconductor company that operates in a single industry segment where it designs,
markets and supports Customer Specific Standard Products (“CSSPs”), Embedded Standard Products (“ESPs”), Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (“FPGAs”), application solutions, associated design software and programming hardware.
The accompanying interim consolidated financial statements are unaudited. In the opinion of management, these statements have
been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”) and include all adjustments, consisting only of
normal recurring adjustments, necessary to provide a fair statement of results for the interim periods presented. The Company
recommends that these consolidated financial statements be read in conjunction with the Company’s Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2006. Operating results for the first quarter of 2007 are not necessarily indicative of the results that may be expected for the
full year.
QuickLogic’s fiscal year ends on the Sunday closest to December 31. QuickLogic’s fiscal first quarter for 2007 and 2006 ended
Sunday, April 1, 2007 and April 2, 2006, respectively. Beginning with fiscal year 2006, the Company changed its reporting convention to

utilize the actual closing dates for all periods presented in its consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. This change had
no impact on the Company’s financial position, results of operation or cash flows for any of the periods presented.
Liquidity
The Company anticipates that its existing cash resources will fund operations, finance purchases of capital equipment and provide
adequate working capital for the next twelve months. The Company’s liquidity is affected by many factors including, among others, the
level of revenue and gross profit, market acceptance of existing and new products including ArcticLink™, PolarPro™ , Eclipse™ II and
QuickPCI® II devices, fluctuations in revenue as a result of product end-of-life, fluctuations in revenue as a result of the stage in the
product life cycle of its customers’ products, costs of securing access to and availability of adequate manufacturing capacity, inventory
levels, wafer purchase commitments, customer credit terms, the amount and timing of research and development expenditures, the timing
of new product introductions, production volumes, product quality, sales and marketing efforts, the amount and financing arrangements
for purchases of capital equipment, changes in operating assets and liabilities, the ability to obtain or renew debt financing and to remain
in compliance with the terms of existing credit facilities, the ability to raise funds from the sale of shares of Tower Semiconductor Ltd.
(“Tower”) and equity in the Company, the issuance and exercise of stock options, the terms of and participation in the Company’s
employee stock purchase plan, and other factors related to the uncertainties of the industry and global economics. Accordingly, there can
be no assurance that events in the future will not require the Company to seek additional capital or, if so required, that such capital will be
available on terms acceptable to the Company.
Principles of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of QuickLogic Corporation and its wholly owned subsidiaries,
QuickLogic International, Inc., QuickLogic Canada Company, QuickLogic Kabushiki Kaisha, QuickLogic Software (India) Private Ltd.
and QuickLogic GmbH. The Company and its subsidiaries use the U.S. dollar as its functional currency. All intercompany accounts and
transactions are eliminated in consolidation.
Uses of Estimates
The preparation of these consolidated financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities and the reported
amounts of revenue and expenses during the period. Actual results could differ from those estimates, particularly in relation to revenue
recognition, the allowance for doubtful accounts, sales returns, valuation of investments, valuation of long-lived assets, inventory
valuation including identification of excess quantities, market value and obsolescence, measurement of stock-based compensation awards,
accounting for income taxes and estimating accrued liabilities.
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — (Continued)
Note 2—Significant Accounting Policies
Revenue Recognition
The Company supplies standard products which must be programmed before they can be used in an application. The Company’s
products may be programmed by the Company, distributors, end customers or third parties. Once programmed, the Company’s parts
cannot be erased and, therefore, programmed parts are only useful to a specific customer.
The Company generally recognizes revenue as products are shipped if evidence of an arrangement exists, delivery has occurred,
the sales price is fixed or determinable, collection of the resulting receivable is reasonably assured and product returns are reasonably
estimable.
Revenue is recognized upon shipment of both programmed and unprogrammed parts to original equipment manufacturer (“OEM”)
customers, provided that legal title and risk of ownership have transferred.
The Company also sells to distributors under agreements that allow for price adjustments and, in the case of unprogrammed parts,
certain rights of return on unsold inventory.
Because programmed parts can only be used by a specific customer, it is the Company’s practice to agree upon any price
adjustments with a distributor prior to shipment. Furthermore, distributors are not allowed any future price adjustments and have no rights
of return on programmed parts. Accordingly, revenue is recognized upon delivery to a distributor since title and risk of ownership have
transferred to the distributor, the price is fixed, no right of return exists and collection of the resulting receivable is reasonably assured.
Unprogrammed parts shipped to distributors may be used by multiple end customers and distributors may have certain return and
price adjustment privileges on unsold inventory. Accordingly, revenue associated with unprogrammed parts is deferred until resale to the
end customer.
Software revenue from sales of design tools is recognized when persuasive evidence of an agreement exists, delivery of the
software has occurred, no significant Company obligations with regard to implementation or integration remain, the fee is fixed or

determinable and collection is reasonably assured. Software revenue amounted to less than one percent of the Company’s revenue for the
first quarter of 2007 and 2006.
Inventory
Inventory is stated at the lower of standard cost or net realizable value. Standard cost approximates actual cost on a first-in, first-out
basis. The Company routinely evaluates quantities and values of its inventory in light of current market conditions and market trends and
records reserves for quantities in excess of demand and product obsolescence. The evaluation may take into consideration historic usage,
expected demand, anticipated sales price, the stage in the product life cycle of its customers’ products, new product development
schedules, the effect new products might have on the sale of existing products, product obsolescence, customer design activity, customer
concentrations, product merchantability and other factors. Market conditions are subject to change and actual consumption of inventory
could differ from forecasted demand. The Company’s semiconductor products have historically had an unusually long product life cycle
and obsolescence has not been a significant factor in the valuation of inventories. However, as the Company pursues opportunities in the
mobile market, its product life cycle may be shorter and increase the potential for obsolescence. The Company also regularly reviews the
cost of inventory against estimated market value and records a lower of cost or market reserve for inventories that have a cost in excess of
estimated market value.
Long-Lived Assets
The Company reviews the recoverability of its long-lived assets, such as property and equipment, prepaid wafer credits and
investments, annually and when events or changes in circumstances occur that indicate that the carrying value of the asset or asset group
may not be recoverable. The assessment of possible impairment is based on the Company’s ability to recover the carrying value of the
asset or asset group from the expected future pre-tax cash flows, undiscounted and without interest charges, of the related operations. If
these cash flows are less than the carrying value of the asset or asset group, an impairment loss is recognized for the difference between
the estimated
8

QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — (Continued)
fair value and the carrying value, and the carrying value of the related assets is reduced by this difference. The measurement of
impairment requires management to estimate future cash flows and the fair value of long-lived assets.
Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Comprehensive income (loss) includes all changes in equity (net assets) during a period from non-owner sources. Comprehensive
income (loss) for the Company has included realized and unrealized holding gains or losses on its holdings of Tower ordinary shares. See
Note 4.
Stock-Based Compensation
The Company accounts for stock-based compensation under the provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
(“SFAS”) No. 123 (revised 2004), “Share-Based Payment,” (“SFAS 123(R)”) and related interpretations which requires the measurement
and recognition of expense related to the fair value of stock-based compensation awards. Accordingly, stock-based compensation is
measured at the grant date and re-measured upon modification, as appropriate, based on the fair value of the award using the BlackScholes option pricing model (“Black-Scholes”), and is recognized as expense over the requisite service period of the award. BlackScholes requires the use of highly subjective, complex assumptions, including expected term and the price volatility of the Company’s
stock. See Note 9.
Foreign Currency Transactions
All of the Company’s sales and cost of manufacturing are transacted in U.S. dollars. The Company conducts a portion of its
research and development activities in Canada and India and has sales and marketing activities in various countries outside of the United
States. Most of these international expenses are incurred in local currency. Foreign currency transaction gains and losses are included in
interest income and other, net, as they occur. The effect of foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations has not been significant to date.
Operating expenses denominated in foreign currencies were approximately 23% and 23% of total operating expenses for the first quarter
of 2007 and 2006, respectively. The Company incurred a majority of these foreign currency expenses in Canada. The Company has not
used derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure to fluctuations in foreign currency.
Concentration of Credit Risk
Financial instruments, which potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk, consist principally of cash and cash
equivalents, investment in Tower and accounts receivable. Cash and cash equivalents are maintained with high quality institutions. See
Note 4 for information regarding the Company’s investment in Tower. The Company’s accounts receivable are denominated in U.S.
dollars and are derived primarily from sales to customers located in North America, Europe, Japan and Asia. The Company performs
ongoing credit evaluations of its customers and generally does not require collateral. See Note 11 for information regarding concentrations
associated with accounts receivable.

Warranty Costs
The Company generally warrants finished goods against defects in material and workmanship under normal use for twelve months
from the date of shipment. The Company does not have significant product warranty related costs or liabilities. The one-time
programmable nature of QuickLogic’s products minimizes warranty costs.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In September 2006, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued SFAS No. 157, “Fair Value Measurements,”
(“SFAS 157”). SFAS 157 establishes a framework for measuring fair value and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. The
changes to current practice resulting from the application of SFAS 157 relate to the definition of fair value, the methods used to measure
fair value and expanded disclosures about fair value measurements. SFAS 157 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15,
2007 and interim periods within those fiscal years. The Company is currently evaluating the impact that SFAS 157 will have on its
consolidated financial statements.
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — (Continued)
In February 2007, the FASB issued SFAS No. 159, “The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities,”
(“SFAS 159”). SFAS 159 permits companies to choose to measure certain financial instruments and certain other items at fair value. The
standard requires that unrealized gains and losses on items for which the fair value option has been elected be reported in earnings. SFAS
159 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007, although earlier adoption is permitted. The Company is currently
evaluating the impact that SFAS 159 will have on its consolidated financial statements.
Note 3—Net Loss Per Share
Basic net loss per share is computed by dividing net loss available to common stockholders by the weighted average number of
common shares outstanding during the period. Diluted net loss per share is computed using the weighted average number of common
shares outstanding during the period plus potentially dilutive common shares outstanding during the period under the treasury stock
method. In computing diluted net loss per share, the average stock price for the period is used in determining the number of shares
assumed to be purchased from the exercise of stock options. A reconciliation of the basic and diluted per share computations is as follows
(in thousands, except per share amounts):
April 1, 2007

Basic
Effect of stock options
Diluted

Net Loss

$ (5,893)
—
$ (5,893 )

Shares

28,814
—
28,814

Three Months Ended
Per Share
Amount

$
$

(0.20)
—
(0.20 )

Net Loss

$ (1,228)
—
$ (1,228 )

April 2, 2006
Shares

28,059
—
28,059

Per Share
Amount

$
$

(0.04)
—
(0.04 )

For the first quarter of 2007, 6,979,000 of shares associated with options outstanding and the estimated number of shares to be
purchased under the current offering period of the 1999 Employee Stock Purchase Plan were not included in the calculation of diluted net
loss per share, as they were considered antidilutive due to the net loss the Company experienced during this period. For the first quarter of
2006, 6,366,000 of shares associated with options outstanding were not included in the calculation of diluted net loss per share, as they
were considered antidilutive due to the net loss the Company experienced during this period.
Note 4—Investment in Tower Semiconductor Ltd.
On December 12, 2000, the Company entered into several agreements with Tower, as amended, under which the Company agreed
to make a strategic investment in Tower of up to $25 million as part of Tower’s plan to build and equip a new wafer fabrication facility.
During 2001 and 2002, the Company paid a total of $21.3 million to Tower to fulfill its investment requirements under the agreement. In
partial consideration for the investment, the Company received 1,757,368 Tower ordinary shares with an original cost of $16.6 million.
Due to write-downs in prior periods as a result of “other than temporary” declines in market value, the adjusted cost of the Company’s
Tower ordinary shares is $1.17 per share. The Company sold a portion of the Tower ordinary shares in fiscal 2003.
As of April 1, 2007, the Company held 1,344,543 available for sale Tower ordinary shares with an unrealized gain of $726,000
recorded in accumulated other comprehensive income, representing the difference between the adjusted cost per share and $1.71 per
share, their market value on the last trading day of the reporting period. The Company plans to hold 450,000 of the Tower ordinary shares
in order to receive competitive product pricing under the Agreement and has recorded these shares as a long-term investment on the
balance sheets. The remaining 894,543 shares are classified as a short-term investment on the balance sheets.
The Company also received $4.7 million in prepaid wafer credits in partial consideration for the investment, $3.6 million of which
remained available as of April 1, 2007. The credits have no stated maturity and the Company has guaranteed capacity at Tower through at
least 2010. These credits are recorded within long-term other assets on the balance sheets and can be applied toward wafer purchases from
Tower at 15% of the value of future purchases.
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — (Continued)
Note 5—Balance Sheet Components
April 1,
December 31,
2007
2006
(in thousands)

Inventory:
Raw materials
Work-in-process
Finished goods

$
$

Other current assets:
Prepaid expenses
Other

$
$

Property and equipment:
Equipment
Software
Furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements

$

Accumulated depreciation and amortization
$
Other assets:
Prepaid wafer credits
Other

$
$

Accrued liabilities:
Employee related accruals
Other

$
$

378
5,624
471
6,473

$

1,496
149
1,645

$

$

$

13,813 $
9,372
824
803
24,812
(19,801)
5,011 $

3,567
450
4,017

$

1,668
972
2,640

$

$

$

791
7,845
428
9,064

1,566
328
1,894

13,477
9,370
824
803
24,474
(18,994)
5,480

3,634
404
4,038

1,150
1,312
2,462
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QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — (Continued)
Note 6—Obligations

Debt and capital lease obligations:
Notes payable to bank
Capital leases

April 1,
December 31,
2007
2006
(in thousands)

$

Current portion of debt and capital lease obligations
$

2,186 $
1,044
3,230
(1,992)
1,238 $

2,526
1,384
3,910
(2,292)
1,618

Revolving Line of Credit and Notes Payable to Bank
Effective June 2006, the Company entered into a Second Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement with Silicon Valley
Bank. Terms of the agreement included a $5.0 million revolving line of credit that is available through June 2008 and an additional
$2.0 million of borrowing capacity under the equipment line of credit that is available to be drawn against through June 2007. Advances
under the equipment line of credit must be repaid in either 30 or 36 equal monthly installments, depending upon the nature of the items
financed. Terms of the various advances under the agreement are as follows (in thousands):

Original
Balance

Balance at
April 1,
2007

Available
Credit

n/a

—

5,000

1,409

261

n/a

Prime + 2.00%

Notes payable

932

631

n/a

Prime + 1.75%

Notes payable

1,558

1,294

n/a

Prime + 1.00%

Notes payable

n/a

—

442

Prime + 1.00% or
Treasury + 4.00%

Revolving Line of Credit:
Non-formula advances
Equipment Line of Credit:
Notes payable

Total

$

Interest Rate

Greater of Prime +
0.50% or 8.50%

Maturity Date

June 28, 2008

Multiple draws maturing on or
before April 2008
Multiple draws maturing on or
before April 2009
Multiple draws maturing on or
before September 2009
30 or 36 months from date of
advance

2,186

The bank has a first priority security interest in substantially all of the Company’s tangible and intangible assets to secure any
outstanding amounts under the agreement. Under the terms of the agreement, the Company must maintain a minimum tangible net worth
and adjusted quick ratio. The agreement also has certain restrictions including, among others, on the incurrence of other indebtedness, the
maintenance of depository accounts, the disposition of assets, mergers, acquisitions, investments, the granting of liens and the payment of
dividends. The Company was in compliance with the financial covenants of the agreement as of April 1, 2007.
At April 1, 2007, the prime rate under the credit facility was 8.25%. As of April 1, 2007 and December 31, 2006, $1.1 million and
$1.3 million, respectively, of amounts outstanding under the equipment line of credit were classified as long-term obligations.
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NOTES TO CONDENSED UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — (Continued)
Capital Leases
In December 2005, the Company leased design software and related maintenance under a two-year capital lease at an imputed
interest rate of 8.5% per annum. Terms of the agreement require the Company to make quarterly payments of approximately $204,000
through November 2007. The Company recorded a capital asset for $1.2 million that is being depreciated over the term of the agreement,
prepaid maintenance of $272,000 that is being amortized over the term of the agreement and a capital lease obligation of $1.5 million. As
of April 1, 2007, $589,000 was outstanding under the capital lease, zero of which was classified as a long-term obligation.
In January 2006, the Company leased design software tools and related maintenance under a three-year capital lease at an imputed
interest rate of 9.0% per annum. Terms of the agreement require the Company to make semi-annual payments of approximately $148,000
through July 2008. The Company recorded a capital asset for $633,000 that is being depreciated over the term of the agreement, prepaid
maintenance of $158,000 that is being amortized over the term of the agreement and a capital lease obligation of $791,000. As of April 1,
2007, $406,000 was outstanding under the capital lease, $141,000 of which was classified as a long-term obligation.
In the fourth quarter of 2006, the Company entered into a capital lease obligation in the amount of $77,000 to finance design
software. The capital lease obligation has an imputed interest rate of 9.25% per annum and is being repaid in annual amounts of $28,000
through January 2009. As of April 1, 2007, $49,000 was outstanding under the capital lease, $26,000 of which was classified as a longterm obligation.
Note 7—Deferred Royalty Revenue
In October 2000, the Company entered into a technology license and wafer supply agreement with Aeroflex Incorporated
(“Aeroflex”). Under the terms of the agreement, the Company received $750,000 of prepaid royalties. In addition, Aeroflex receives a
prepaid royalty credit for a portion of the amounts paid for wafers purchased from the Company under the agreement. As of April 1, 2007
and December 31, 2006, the Company had recorded approximately $959,000 and $960,000, respectively, of deferred royalty revenue
under this agreement which is classified as a current liability. The Company recognized $110,000 of royalty revenue under the agreement
in the first quarter of 2007.
Note 8—Employee Stock Plans
1989 Stock Option Plan
The 1989 Stock Option Plan (the “1989 Plan”) provided for the issuance of incentive and nonqualified options for the purchase of
up to 4.6 million shares of common stock. Options granted under the 1989 Plan have a term of up to ten years, and typically vest at a rate
of 25% of the total grant per year over a four-year period. In September 1999, the Company adopted the 1999 Stock Plan and no further
stock option grants were made under the 1989 Plan.

1999 Stock Plan
The 1999 Stock Plan (the “1999 Plan”) was adopted by the Board of Directors in August 1999 and was approved by the
Company’s stockholders in September 1999. The Company may issue either stock options or restricted stock under the terms of the 1999
Plan. To date only stock options have been issued under the 1999 Plan, but the Company may issue restricted stock in the future. As of
April 1, 2007, approximately 15.0 million shares were reserved for issuance under the 1999 Plan. In addition, each January an annual
increase is added to the 1999 Plan equal to the lesser of (i) 5,000,000 shares, (ii) 5% of the Company’s outstanding shares on such date, or
(iii) a lesser amount determined by the Board of Directors. Options or equity awards that are cancelled or forfeited under the 1989 Plan
also become available for grant under the 1999 Plan. Options granted under the 1999 Plan have a term of up to ten years. Options typically
vest at a rate of 25% one year after the vesting commencement date, and one forty-eighth for each month of service thereafter. However,
the Company has implemented a different vesting schedule in the past and may implement different vesting schedules in the future with
respect to any new equity awards.
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
The 1999 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (“ESPP”) was adopted by the Board of Directors in August 1999 and was approved by
the Company’s stockholders in September 1999. As of April 1, 2007, approximately
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5.3 million shares were reserved for issuance under the ESPP. In addition, each August an annual increase is added to the ESPP equal to
the lesser of (i) 1,500,000 shares, (ii) 4% of the Company’s outstanding shares on such date, or (iii) a lesser amount determined by the
Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors amended the ESPP in November 2005 to provide for six-month offering periods. Participants purchase
shares through payroll deductions of up to 20% of an employee’s total compensation (maximum of 20,000 shares per offering period).
The amended ESPP permits the Board of Directors to determine, prior to each offering period, whether participants purchase shares at: (i)
85% of the fair market value of the common stock at the end of the offering period; or (ii) 85% of the lower of the fair market value of
the common stock at the beginning or the end of an offering period. The Board of Directors has determined that, until further notice,
future offering periods will be made at 85% of the lower of the fair market value of the common stock at the beginning or the end of an
offering period.
Note 9—Stock-Based Compensation
Effective January 2, 2006, the Company adopted the provisions of SFAS 123(R) which requires the measurement and recognition
of expense related to the fair value of stock-based compensation awards made to employees and directors over the requisite service
period. Under SFAS 123(R), stock-based compensation expense is recognized in the Company’s consolidated statements of operations
and includes: (i) compensation expense for stock-based compensation awards granted prior to, but not yet vested as of January 1, 2006,
based on the grant-date fair value estimated and re-measured upon modification in accordance with the pro forma provisions of SFAS
123, and (ii) compensation expense for the stock-based compensation awards granted or modified subsequent to January 1, 2006, based on
the grant-date fair value estimated in accordance with the provisions of SFAS 123(R). The impact of SFAS 123(R) on the Company’s
consolidated financial statements for first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was as follows (in thousands, except per share amounts):
Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

Cost of revenue
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Total costs and expenses

$
$

55
85
241
381

$
$

49
146
257
452

The amount of stock-based compensation included in inventory for the first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was not material.
Valuation Assumptions
SFAS 123(R) requires companies to estimate the fair value of stock-based compensation awards on the grant date using an option
pricing model. As required by SFAS 123(R), the Company has made an estimate of expected forfeitures and is recognizing compensation
costs only for those equity awards expected to vest. The Company measures the fair value of stock-based compensation awards using the
Black-Scholes option pricing model. Black-Scholes, as well as other currently accepted option valuation models, was developed to
estimate the fair value of freely tradable, fully transferable options without vesting restrictions. These assumptions differ significantly
from the characteristics of the Company’s stock-based compensation awards. Black-Scholes also requires the use of highly subjective,
complex assumptions, including expected term and the price volatility of the Company’s stock.
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The following weighted average assumptions are included in the estimated fair value calculations for stock option grants:

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

Expected term (years)
Risk-free interest rate
Volatility
Estimated pre-vesting annual forfeiture rate — employees
Estimated pre-vesting annual forfeiture rate — executive officers
Dividend yield

5.10
4.70%
80.00%
7.50%
1.60%
—

5.75
4.75%
82.00%
8.10%
8.10%
—

The methodologies for determining the above values were as follows:
·
·
·
·
·

Expected term: The expected term represents the period that the Company’s stock-based awards are expected to be outstanding
and is estimated based on historical experience.
Risk-free interest rate: The risk-free interest rate assumption is based upon the observed interest rate appropriate for the
expected term of the Company’s employee stock options.
Volatility: The Company determines expected volatility based on historical volatility of the Company’s common stock, and
other factors.
Dividend yield: The dividend yield assumption is based on the Company’s intent not to issue a dividend under its dividend
policy.
Estimated pre-vesting forfeitures: When estimating pre-vesting forfeitures, the Company considers termination behavior based
on actual historical information for the class of employees.

The weighted average estimated fair value for options granted during the first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was $1.98 and $3.60 per
option, respectively. As of the end of the first quarter of 2007, the fair value of unvested stock-based compensation awards, net of
expected forfeitures, was $3.3 million which is expected to be recognized over the next four years.
Stock-Based Compensation Award Activity
The following table summarizes stock-based compensation award activity under the 1989 Plan and the 1999 Plan, and the related
weighted average exercise price, for the first quarter of 2007 and fiscal year 2006:

Shares
Available for Grant
(in thousands)

Balance at January 2, 2006
Authorized
Granted
Forfeited or expired
Exercised
Balance at December 31, 2006
Authorized
Granted
Forfeited or expired
Exercised
Balance at April 1, 2007

6,658
1,394
(1,711)
284
—
6,625
1,434
(126)
581
—
8,514

Options Outstanding
Weighted Average
Number of Shares
Exercise Price
(in thousands)

6,735 $
—
1,711
(284)
(698)
7,464
—
126
(581)
(178)
6,831 $

5.37
—
3.25
9.02
3.07
4.97
—
2.94
6.76
1.88
4.86

As of April 1, 2007 and December 31, 2006, options to purchase 5,115,000 and 5,689,000 shares were vested, respectively.
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The total intrinsic value of options exercised during the first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was $190,000 and $820,000, respectively.
Total cash received from employees as a result of employee stock option exercises during the first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was
approximately $335,000 and $1.1 million, respectively. The Company settles employee stock option exercises with newly issued common
shares. In connection with these exercises, there was no tax benefit realized by the Company due to the Company’s current loss position.

Employee Stock Purchase Plan
The offering period ending May 2006 under the ESPP provided that shares were purchased at 85% of the fair market value of the
common stock at the end of the offering period. Accordingly, the fair value of stock-based compensation awards under the ESPP was
recognized based upon employee deductions and the purchase discount, rather than using a pricing model. In connection with the May
2006 offering period, approximately 86,000 shares of common stock were purchased. Stock-based compensation relating to the ESPP was
$35,000 in the first quarter of 2006. The purchase discount of rights issued pursuant to the Company’s ESPP during the first quarter of
2006 was $0.84 per right.
The Company cancelled the offering period ended November 2006 due to its internal review of stock option granting practices and
related accounting.
The current offering period under the ESPP commenced on January 24, 2007, once the Company had completed its stock option
review and was current with its filings as required by the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and Nasdaq, and will end on May
14, 2007, the next regularly scheduled purchase date. Future offering periods are expected to return to the standard six-month period.
Stock-based compensation relating to the ESPP was $76,000 in the first quarter of 2007. The weighted average estimated fair value, as
defined by SFAS 123(R), of rights issued pursuant to the Company’s ESPP during the first quarter of 2007 was $0.84 per right.
The following weighted average assumptions are included in the estimated fair value calculations for rights to purchase stock under
the ESPP for the purchase period that will end on May 14, 2007:
Three Months
Ended
April 1, 2007

Expected term (months)
Risk-free interest rate
Volatility
Dividend yield

3.60
5.00%
55.00%
—

The methodologies for determining the above values were as follows:
·
·
·
·

Expected term: The expected term represents the length of the purchase period contained in the ESPP.
Risk-free interest rate: The risk-free interest rate assumption is based upon the observed interest rate appropriate for the term
of the purchase period.
Volatility: The Company determines expected volatility based on historical volatility of the Company’s common stock, and
other factors, for the term of the purchase period.
Dividend yield: The dividend yield assumption is based on the Company’s intent not to issue a dividend under its dividend
policy.

Note 10—Income Taxes
In the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, the Company recorded income tax expense of $ 15,000 and $2,000, respectively, which
consisted primarily of income taxes on foreign operations.
Due to the uncertainties surrounding the realization of the deferred tax assets resulting from the Company’s accumulated deficit
and net tax losses in previous years, the Company has provided a full valuation allowance against the associated deferred tax assets. The
Company will continue to assess the realizability of the deferred tax assets in future periods.
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At December 31, 2006, the Company had net operating loss carryforwards for federal and state income tax purposes of
approximately $82.1 million and $22.0 million, respectively. These carryforwards, if not utilized to offset future taxable income and
income taxes payable, will expire beginning in 2007 for federal and state purposes. Included in the net operating loss carryforward
amount is $4.3 million and $3.1 million for federal and state income tax purposes, respectively, of stock option deductions that, when
recognized, will result in a credit to stockholders’ equity.
On January 1, 2007, the Company adopted the provisions of FASB Interpretation No. 48, “Accounting for Uncertainty in Income
Taxes” (“FIN 48”) an interpretation of FASB Statement No. 109 (“SFAS 109”). FIN 48 addressed the determination of how tax benefits
claimed or expected to be claimed on a tax return should be recorded in the consolidated financial statements. Under FIN 48, the
Company must recognize the tax benefit from an uncertain tax position only if it is more likely than not that the tax position will be
sustained on examination by the taxing authorities, based on the technical merits of the position. The tax benefits recognized in the
consolidated financial statements from such a position are measured based on the largest benefit that has a greater than fifty percent
likelihood of being realized upon ultimate resolution. As a result of the implementation of FIN 48, the Company recognized no material
adjustment in the liability for unrecognized income tax benefits. The Company had approximately $111,000 and $120,000 of
unrecognized tax benefits at January 1, 2007, the adoption date, and April 1, 2007, respectively. The Company recognizes interest and
penalties related to uncertain tax positions in income tax expense. As of April 1, 2007, the Company had approximately $9,000 of accrued

interest and penalties related to uncertain tax positions.
The Company is no longer subject to U.S. federal, state and non-U.S. income tax audits by taxing authorities for fiscal years through
1992. The Company estimates that any unrecognized tax benefit will not change significantly within the next twelve months.
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the amount of and the benefit from net operating losses that can be carried forward may be
impaired in certain circumstances. Events which may cause changes in the Company’s tax carryforwards include, but are not limited to, a
cumulative ownership change of more than 50% over a three-year period. Since inception, the Company has had cumulative changes in
ownership which will limit the loss carryforward deduction under IRC Section 382. However, the Company believes that such limitations
will not have a material effect on the future utilization of losses.
Enacted in October 2004, Section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code significantly changed the rules for nonqualified deferred
compensation plans. Section 409A imposes certain restrictions on stock awards that constitute deferred compensation. As a result of the
Company’s stock option review in 2006, the Board of Directors modified options granted to two executive officers that resulted in an
increase to their exercise price in order to eliminate any additional tax exposure under Section 409A and thereby maintain the incentive
value of the options. The Company believes that the implications of Section 409A on grants with intrinsic value that vested after
December 31, 2004 and modifications made to existing grants after October 3, 2004, along with potential remedial actions, is not material
to its consolidated financial statements.
Note 11—Information Concerning Product Lines, Geographic Information and Revenue Concentration
The Company identifies its business segments based on business activities, management responsibility and geographic location.
For all periods presented, the Company operated in a single business segment.
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The following is a breakdown of revenue by product line (in thousands):

Revenue by product line (1):
New products
Mature products
End-of-life products
Total revenue

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

$
$

848
3,931
1,463
6,242

$
$

1,088
5,154
3,091
9,333

(1) New products include PolarProTM, EclipseTM II, QuickPCI® II and QuickMIPS products. Mature products include pASIC 3,
QuickRAM, Eclipse, QuickPCI, QuickDSP and QuickFC products, as well as royalty revenue, programming hardware and design
software. End-of-life products include pASIC® 1, pASIC 2 and V3 products.
The following is a breakdown of revenue by shipment destination (in thousands):

Revenue by geography:
United States
Europe
Japan
China
Rest of North America
Rest of Asia Pacific
Total revenue

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

$

$

3,090
837
610
331
987
387
6,242

$

$

4,836
2,033
988
605
594
277
9,333

The following distributors and customers accounted for 10% or more of the Company’s revenue for the periods presented:

Distributor “A”
Distributor “B”
Customer “A” — domestic OEM
Customer “B” — domestic OEM
*

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

21%
18%
14%
11%

Represents less than 10% of revenue for the period presented.

The following distributors and customers accounted for 10% or more of the Company’s accounts receivable as of the dates
presented:

33%
13%
12%
*

April 1,
2007

Distributor “A”
Customer “B” — domestic OEM
*

April 2,
2006

24%
13%

42%
*

Represents less than 10% of accounts receivable as of the date presented.

As of April 1, 2007, less than 10% of the Company’s long-lived assets, including property and equipment and other assets, were
located outside the United States.
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Note 12—Commitments and Contingencies
Certain of the Company’s wafer manufacturers require the Company to forecast wafer starts several months in advance. The
Company is committed to take delivery of and pay for a portion of forecasted wafer volume. As of April 1, 2007 and December 31, 2006,
the Company had $2.4 million and $2.1 million, respectively, of outstanding commitments for the purchase of wafer inventory.
The Company leases, with an option to renew, its primary facility under a non-cancelable operating lease that expires in March
2009. In addition, the Company rents development facilities in Canada and India as well as sales offices in Europe and Asia. Total rent
expense, net of sublease income, for the first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was approximately $225,000 and $210,000, respectively. The
Company has subleased a portion of its primary facilities to a tenant until March 2009.
SEC Inquiry
On July 26, 2006, the Company notified the SEC that it was conducting an internal review of its historical stock option practices
and related accounting. On August 1, 2006, the Company received an informal inquiry from the SEC requesting certain documents and
information relating to the Company’s practices, procedures and disclosures regarding its stock option grants. The Company complied
with all requests made by the SEC. On March 20, 2007, the Company received notice that the inquiry was terminated and no enforcement
action has been recommended.
Nasdaq Staff Determination Notices
During 2006, the Company received two Nasdaq Staff Determination notices stating that it was not then in compliance with
Marketplace Rule 4310(c)(14) because the Company had not timely filed its Forms 10-Q for the quarters ended July 2, 2006 and October
1, 2006 and, therefore, that the Company’s securities were subject to delisting from the Nasdaq Global Market. On January 12, 2007, after
the Company had provided all required information and filed its Forms 10-Q for the second and third quarters of 2006, the Panel
determined to continue listing the Company’s securities on the Nasdaq Global Market, ending the delisting proceedings.
Note 13—Litigation
On October 26, 2001, a putative securities class action was filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York
against certain investment banks that underwrote QuickLogic’s initial public offering, QuickLogic and some of QuickLogic’s officers and
directors. The complaint alleges excessive and undisclosed commissions in connection with the allocation of shares of common stock in
QuickLogic’s initial and secondary public offerings and artificially high prices through “tie-in” arrangements which required the
underwriters’ customers to buy shares in the aftermarket at pre-determined prices in violation of the federal securities laws. Plaintiffs seek
an unspecified amount of damages on behalf of persons who purchased QuickLogic’s stock pursuant to the registration statements
between October 14, 1999 and December 6, 2000. Various plaintiffs have filed similar actions asserting virtually identical allegations
against over 300 other public companies, their underwriters, and their officers and directors arising out of each company’s public offering.
These actions, including the action against QuickLogic, have been coordinated for pretrial purposes and captioned In re Initial Public
Offering Securities Litigation, 21 MC 92. A stipulation of settlement for the claims against the issuer defendants, including the Company,
has been signed and was submitted to the court. Under the stipulation of settlement, the plaintiffs will dismiss and release all claims
against participating defendants in exchange for a contingent payment guaranty by the insurance companies collectively responsible for
insuring the issuers in all the related cases, and the assignment or surrender to the plaintiffs of certain claims the issuer defendants may
have against the underwriters. Under the guaranty, the insurers will be required to pay the amount, if any, by which $1.0 billion exceeds
the aggregate amount ultimately collected by the plaintiffs from the underwriter defendants in all the cases. On February 15, 2005, the
court preliminarily approved the settlement contingent on specified modifications. The settlement is still subject to court approval and a
number of other conditions. There is no guarantee that the settlement will become effective. On December 5, 2006, the Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit reversed the Court’s October 2004 order certifying a class in six test cases that were selected by the underwriter
defendants and plaintiffs in the coordinated proceedings. QuickLogic is not among the test cases and it is unclear what impact this will
have on the class certified in the QuickLogic action or on the proposed settlement pending before the court. If this settlement does not
occur and litigation against QuickLogic continues, the Company intends to defend the case vigorously.
On November 2, 2006 and November 29, 2006, purported shareholder derivative complaints were filed against certain of the
Company’s current and former officers and directors in the U.S. District Court for the Northern
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District of California. The complaints allege that the individual defendants violated the federal securities laws and breached their duties to
the Company in connection with the granting and/or receipt of options for Company stock. The complaints name the Company as a
nominal defendant and seek unspecified monetary damages against the individual defendants as well as various forms of injunctive relief.
No estimate can be made of the possible loss or possible range of loss associated with the resolution of these contingencies and,
accordingly, the Company has not recorded a liability.
From time to time, the Company is involved in legal actions arising in the ordinary course of business, including but not limited to
intellectual property infringement and collection matters. Absolute assurance cannot be given that third party assertions will be resolved
without costly litigation in a manner that is not adverse to the Company’s financial position, results of operations or cash flows or without
requiring royalty or other payments in the future which may adversely impact gross profit.
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Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
The following Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations, as well as information
contained in “Risk Factors” in Part II, Item 1A and elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, contains “forward-looking
statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. We
intend that these forward-looking statements be subject to the safe harbors created by those provisions. Forward-looking statements are
generally written in the future tense and/or are preceded by words such as “will,” “may,” “should,” “forecast,” “could,” “expect,”
“suggest,” “believe,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan” or other similar words. Forward-looking statements include statements
(1) regarding our revenue levels, including the commercial success of our new products, (2) our gross profit and factors that affect gross
profit, (3) our level of operating expenses, (4) our research and development efforts, (5) our liquidity, (6) our partners and suppliers and
(7) industry trends. The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the attached condensed unaudited consolidated financial
statements and notes thereto, and with our audited consolidated financial statements and notes thereto for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2006, found in our Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, on
March 15, 2007.
The forward-looking statements contained in this Quarterly Report involve a number of risks and uncertainties, many of which
are outside of our control. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from projected results include, but are not limited
to, risks associated with (1) the commercial and technical success of our new products such as ArcticLink™, PolarPro™, Eclipse™ II
and QuickPCI® II, (2) our successful introduction of products and solutions incorporating emerging technologies or standards,
(3) limited visibility into demand for our products including demand from significant customers or for new products, (4) the liquidity
required to support our future operating and capital requirements, (5) our ability to accurately estimate quarterly revenue and (6) our
dependence upon single suppliers to fabricate and assemble our products. Although we believe that the assumptions underlying the
forward-looking statements contained in this Quarterly Report are reasonable, any of the assumptions could be inaccurate, and therefore
there can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate. The risks, uncertainties and assumptions referred to above that could
cause our results to differ materially from the results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements include, but are not limited
to, those discussed under the heading “Risk Factors” in Part II, Item 1A hereto and the risks, uncertainties and assumptions discussed
from time to time in our other public filings and public announcements. All forward-looking statements included in this document are
based on information available to us as of the date hereof. In light of the significant uncertainties inherent in the forward-looking
statements included herein, the inclusion of such information should not be regarded as a representation by us or any other person that
the results or conditions described in such statements or our objectives and plans will be achieved. Furthermore, past performance in
operations and share price is not necessarily indicative of future performance. We disclaim any intention or obligation to update or revise
any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Overview
We develop and market low power programmable solutions that enable customers to add features to their mobile, consumer and
industrial products. We are a fabless semiconductor company that operates in a single industry segment where we design and sell
Customer Specific Standard Products, or CSSPs, Embedded Standard Products, or ESPs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays, or FPGAs,
associated design software and programming hardware. CSSPs implement customer specific solutions as a standard product. Our ESP and
FPGA devices are also standard products that can be programmed to perform desired logic functions. In 1991, we introduced our first
FPGA products based upon our ViaLink® technology. We believe that the underlying attributes of our ViaLink technology, including low
power consumption, high reliability, design security and design efficiency, enable us to deliver differentiated silicon solutions to our
customers.
Consumer products are the new driver for semiconductor sales, and the needs of the consumer market bring a unique set of

requirements as compared to traditional FPGA markets. One important trend in the consumer market is towards mobile, hand-held
devices. Important industry trends affecting this market include miniaturization and the need to increase battery life. An equally important
trend is shrinking product life cycles, which drives a need for faster, lower risk product development. And of course, there is intense
pressure on the total product cost, including per unit component costs and non-recurring development expenses. As more people
experience the advantages of a mobile lifestyle at home, they demand the same advantages in their professional lives. Therefore, we
believe that these trends toward mobile, hand-held products which have a small form factor and maximize battery life will also be evident
in the industrial, medical and military markets.
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We market a range of solutions to our customers, including:
·

·
·

Customer Specific Standard Products incorporating our devices, intellectual property, or IP, and software drivers. These
complete solutions are targeted at specific low power application segments that have similar connectivity and performance
requirements. In addition, the remaining programmable fabric can be utilized to address the customer’s specific requirements.
By providing customized solutions for customers we increase their ability to meet the time-to-market pressures associated with
their markets;
Embedded Standard Products incorporating a fixed function along with programmable logic in a low power device. Our
customers build on this “known good starting point” to develop unique solutions required for their products, which eliminates
the need to acquire and assemble industry standard IP, thus reducing design risk and improving time-to-market; and
FPGAs which are general purpose FPGAs used by customers who value the low power consumption, high IP security, instant
on and reliability of our devices.

This range of solutions allows customers to acquire a solution tailored for their needs. Mobile product original design
manufacturers, or ODMs, tend to prefer a complete solution, and purchase CSSPs. Other customers, such as a European cellular data card
manufacturer, choose our ESP solutions, while military and gaming customers tend to prefer FPGAs.
Whether a customer uses our CSSPs as a complete solution, our ESPs as a “known good starting point” in their design, or our
FPGAs as a “blank slate” to design their unique application, we believe our solutions and products enable system manufacturers to
improve their time-to-market, lower total system power consumption and add features or performance to their embedded applications. In
addition, we believe that our products and solutions provide our customers with the lowest power consumption and highest IP security of
all full featured FPGAs.
Our patented ViaLink metal-to-metal programmable technology is the foundation of our competitive advantage in providing
energy efficient devices and solutions that deliver high performance, high reliability, IP security and instant on features that our customers
value. Our ViaLink technology allows us to create devices smaller than competitors’ products on comparable technology, thereby
minimizing silicon area and cost. In addition, our ViaLink technology has lower electrical resistance and capacitance than other
programmable technologies and, consequently, supports higher signal-speed and low power consumption. Our architecture uses our
ViaLink technology to maximize interconnects at every routing wire intersection, which allows more paths between logic cells. As a
result, system designers are able to use our devices with smaller gate counts to implement their designs than if they had used competing
FPGAs. The abundance of interconnect resources also provides a dense connection between the application specific standard product, or
ASSP, and the FPGA portions of CSSPs and ESPs.
Our CSSPs provide:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Proven System Solutions—out-of-the-box solutions based on industry standard interfaces and intellectual property along with
proven software and drivers;
Flexibility—solutions can be combined as required to meet a customer’s specific needs;
Small Form Factor—single chip solutions in packages as small as 6x6 millimeters;
Instant On—live at power up because ViaLink-based products require no configuration bit stream;
High Reliability—ViaLink-based products do not rely on an SRAM cell that is susceptible to alpha particles, or brownouts, to
define and maintain their functionality; and
Unmatched IP Security—it is virtually impossible to clone or reverse engineer designs implemented using our ViaLink
technology.

Our PolarPro architecture builds on our low power Eclipse II architecture to provide lower power consumption and a more costeffective device. All PolarPro devices include the new and innovative Very Low Power, or VLP, mode, power aware placement and glitch
free clock gating. Based on our engineering analysis of portable media player applications, we believe designers using PolarPro can
extend battery life by as much as four times as
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compared to a standard product implementation, setting a new standard for low power consumption through the use of programmable
logic.
We announced our first Solution Platform product offering, ArcticLink, in March 2007 and announced sample availability in
April 2007. Our Solution Platforms combine hard-wired logic and programmable fabric on one device. Adding hard-wired intellectual
property enables us to deliver more logic, while the programmable fabric allows us to provide CSSPs that can be rapidly customized to
differentiate products, add features and reduce system development costs. This combination of hard-wired and programmable fabric
enables us to deliver low cost, small form factor solutions that can be customized for particular customer or market requirements. The
high routing density and flexibility of our ViaLink technology is critical to the efficient interface between the hard-wired logic and the
programmable fabric.
The low power consumption, high performance, small form factor and fast time-to-market of our solutions are ideal for power
sensitive mobile applications that need to efficiently integrate storage, networking and/or graphics capabilities. These products are being
designed into applications for markets and customers that are new to us. Examples of how our new customers have utilized our new
products are:
·
·
·
·
·

smartphones—where our solutions enable the simultaneous display of video on the handset and an external display;
portable navigation products—where our solutions allow the incorporation of the latest storage technology, managed NAND
flash memory, and access to the latest peripherals, such as high capacity SD cards;
portable media players—where our solutions allow a processor to access a micro hard disk drive;
cellular data cards—where our solutions provide the lowest power interface between a cellular radio and a laptop card slot;
and
handheld point-of-sale, or POS, terminals—where our solutions enable Wi-Fi, BlueTooth and storage connectivity.

Our new products are also being designed into applications in our traditional markets, such as data communications,
instrumentation and test and military-aerospace, where customers value the low power consumption, instant-on, IP security, reliability and
fast time-to-market of our products.
In addition to working directly with our customers, we partner with other technology companies to develop additional intellectual
property, reference platforms and system software to provide application solutions. We work with processor manufacturers, such as
Marvell Technology Group Ltd. and Analog Devices, Inc., and companies that supply storage, networking or graphics components for
embedded systems. The depth of these relationships varies depending on the partner and the dynamics of the end market being targeted,
but is typically a co-marketing program that includes joint account calls, promotional activities and/or engineering collaboration, such as
reference designs.
We sell programmed and unprogrammed products through distributors and directly to original equipment manufacturers, or
OEMs. We recognize revenue at the time of shipment of products directly to OEMs. However, we sell the majority of our products
through distributors who earn a negotiated margin on the sale of our products. We defer recognition of revenue from sales of
unprogrammed products to distributors until after they have sold our products to systems manufacturers. We recognize revenue on
programmed products at the time of shipment to our distributors. During the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, approximately 62% and 51%,
respectively, of the units shipped to our distributors were programmed by us and, accordingly, are not returnable. The percentage of sales
derived through distributors was 62% and 61% for the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, respectively.
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The following distributors and customers accounted for 10% or more of the Company’s revenue for the periods presented:

Distributor “A”
Distributor “B”
Customer “A” — domestic OEM
Customer “B” — domestic OEM
*

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

21%
18%
14%
11%

33%
13%
12%
*

Represents less than 10% of revenue for the period presented.

We anticipate that a limited number of distributors and customers will continue to account for a significant portion of our
revenue and that individual distributors and customers could account for a larger portion of our revenue.
Our international sales were 50% and 48% of our revenue in the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, respectively. We expect that
revenue from sales to international customers will continue to represent a significant portion of our revenue. All of our sales originate in
the United States and are denominated in U.S. dollars.
We outsource the wafer manufacturing, assembly and testing of all of our products. We currently rely upon Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Ltd., or TSMC, Tower, Kawasaki Microelectronics, Inc. and Samsung Semiconductor, Inc. to
manufacture our products, and we rely primarily upon Amkor Technology, Inc. to assemble, test and program our products. Our wafer
suppliers’ lead times are often as long as three months and sometimes longer. In addition, Tower requires us to provide them with a

monthly wafer start forecast. Under the terms of our agreement with them, we are limited in the quantity that we can increase or decrease
our wafer forecast and we are committed to take delivery of and pay for a minimum portion of the forecasted wafer volume. Our long
manufacturing cycle times are at odds with our customers’ desire for short delivery lead times and, as a result, we typically purchase
wafers based on our internal forecasts of customer demand.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
The methods, estimates and judgments we use in applying our most critical accounting policies have a significant impact on the
results we report in our consolidated financial statements. The Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, has defined critical
accounting policies as those that are most important to the portrayal of our financial condition and results of operations and require us to
make our most difficult and subjective judgments, often as a result of the need to make estimates of matters that are inherently uncertain.
Based on this definition, our critical policies include revenue recognition including sales returns and allowances, inventory valuation
including identification of excess quantities, market value and product obsolescence, allowance for doubtful accounts, valuation of
investments, valuation of long-lived assets, measurement of stock-based compensation, accounting for income taxes, and estimating
accrued liabilities. We believe that we apply judgments and estimates in a consistent manner and that such consistent application results in
consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes that fairly represent all periods presented. However, any factual errors or errors
in these judgments and estimates may have a material impact on our statement of operations and financial condition. For a discussion of
critical accounting policies and estimates, please see Item 7 in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31,
2006 filed with the SEC on March 15, 2007.
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Results of Operations
The following table sets forth the percentage of revenue for certain items in our statements of operations for the periods
indicated:

Revenue
Cost of revenue (1)
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Loss from operations
Interest expense
Interest income and other, net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

Revenue by product line (2):
New products
Mature products
End-of-life products
Total revenue

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

100.0%
86.5
13.5

100.0%
40.3
59.7

36.6
73.6
(96.7)
(1.4)
3.9
(94.2)
0.2
(94.4 )%

25.7
49.5
(15.5)
(0.8)
3.1
(13.2)
—
(13.2 )%

Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

$
$

848
3,931
1,463
6,242

$
$

1,088
5,154
3,091
9,333

(1)

Includes $2.5 million and $232,000 of costs for excess inventory and related charges, which represents 39.5% and 2.5% of revenue,
respectively.

(2)

New products include PolarPro, Eclipse II, QuickPCI II and QuickMIPS products. Mature products include pASIC 3, QuickRAM,
Eclipse, QuickPCI, QuickDSP and QuickFC products, as well as royalty revenue, programming hardware and design software. End-oflife products include pASIC 1, pASIC 2 and V3 products.

Three Months Ended April 1, 2007 and April 2, 2006
Revenue. Our revenue for the first quarter of 2007 was $6.2 million, representing a decline of $3.1 million, or 33.1%, from
revenue of $9.3 million in the first quarter of 2006. Our end-of-life product revenue declined by $1.6 million as a result of a $1.7 million
decline in our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 product revenue due to their end-of-life, partially offset by a $110,000 increase in our V3 product
revenue due to higher demand as a result of their announced end-of-life in January 2007. Our mature product revenue declined by
$1.2 million as a result of lower customer demand for pASIC 3, QuickRAM and QuickPCI products. Our new product revenue declined
by $240,000 due to a decline in revenue from one customer as a result of the late stage of its product life cycle. This customer, purchasing
our Eclipse II devices through a contract manufacturer, represented $590,000 of revenue in the first quarter of 2006 and no revenue in the
first quarter of 2007.

Our revenue for the first quarter of 2007 was 19.4% lower sequentially, declining by approximately $1.5 million to $6.2 million
from $7.7 million in the fourth quarter of 2006. This sequential revenue decrease was primarily due to: 1) a $580,000 decline in new
product revenue due to the customer’s product life cycle as mentioned above; 2) a $670,000 decline in mature product revenue due
primarily to a $550,000 decline in royalty revenue, which is based on reported sales by the licensee; and 3) a $250,000 decline in our endof-life products as a result of an $860,000 decline in our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 product revenue due to their end-of-life, partially offset by
a $600,000 increase in our V3 product revenue due to higher demand as a result of their announced end-of-life in January 2007.
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Our foundry agreement with the supplier that fabricated our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products expired at the end of 2005. We
announced an end-of-life for these products in 2004 and requested that our customers take delivery of lifetime buy orders before the end
of 2005. These products contributed $520,000 and $2.3 million of our revenue in the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, respectively. We
currently believe that a majority of our customers that use pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products have either purchased sufficient quantities of
our product to satisfy their demand throughout the expected life of their products or have converted to using other of our products, such as
pASIC 3, which is pin compatible with pASIC 2. Because of the end-of-life of these products, we have experienced a significant reduction
in pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 revenue since the third quarter of 2005 and believe that they will not represent significant revenue in 2007. We
have no further manufacturing capacity for these products and any future revenue is limited to inventory on hand.
In January 2007, we announced the end-of-life for our V3 products, primarily due to the loss of manufacturing capacity for these
products, and asked our customers to take delivery of lifetime buy orders before the end of 2007. These products contributed $940,000
and $830,000 of our revenue in the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, respectively. Due to the nature of end-of-life purchases, revenue levels
from these products could fluctuate up or down significantly on a sequential basis. After 2007, we expect that these products will
contribute less than five percent of revenue.
In order to grow our revenue from its current level, we are dependent upon increased revenue from our existing products,
especially our new ArcticLink, PolarPro, Eclipse II and QuickPCI II products, and the development of additional new products and
solutions.
We continue to seek to expand our revenue, including the pursuit of high volume sales opportunities in the consumer market
segment, by providing CSSPs incorporating industry standard interfaces such as Universal Serial Bus 2.0 On-the-Go, or USB 2.0 OTG,
Secure Digital Input/Output, or SDIO, and Integrated Drive Electronics, or IDE. Our industry is characterized by intense price
competition and by lower prices as order volumes increase. While winning large volume sales opportunities will increase our revenue, we
believe these opportunities may decrease our average selling price and gross profit as a percentage of revenue.
Gross Profit. Gross profit was $841,000 and $5.6 million in the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, respectively, which represented
13.5% and 59.7% of revenue for those periods. The $4.7 million decline in gross profit was primarily due to: 1) increased inventory
reserves of $2.2 million, primarily for excess quantities as a result of a change in forecasted product mix; 2) lower revenue and change in
product mix and cost, which contributed $1.9 million; and 3) higher unabsorbed overhead of approximately $400,000 as a result of lower
production volumes. In the first quarter of 2007, we provided inventory reserves primarily for excess quantities in the amount of
$2.5 million and sold approximately $80,000 of inventory that was previously reserved. In the first quarter of 2006, we provided
inventory reserves primarily for excess quantities in the amount of $232,000 and sold approximately $320,000 of inventory that was
previously reserved.
Research and Development Expense. Research and development expense was $2.3 million and $2.4 million in the first quarter
of 2007 and 2006, respectively, which represented 36.6% and 25.7% of revenue for those periods. The decrease of approximately
$113,000 was primarily a result of $140,000 of lower compensation expense due to a decrease in the number of employees, partially
offset by higher development project expenses. We believe that continued or increased investments in product development and process
technology are essential for us to remain competitive in the markets we serve. We expect that these development efforts will allow us to
expand our product and solution offerings, increase our revenue and provide additional value to our customers and stockholders.
Selling, General and Administrative Expense. Selling, general and administrative expense was $4.6 million and $4.6 million for
first quarter of 2007 and 2006, respectively, which represented 73.6% and 49.5% of revenue for those periods. The primary reason for the
increase in selling, general and administrative expense as a percentage of revenue is due to the lower revenue in the first quarter of 2007.
The $24,000 decrease in selling, general and administrative expense was primarily due to lower commissions to outside sales
representatives as result of lower revenue and lower travel expense, partially offset by higher compensation expenses due to the increase
in the number of sales and marketing employees.
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Interest Expense. Interest expense increased to $85,000 for first quarter of 2007 as compared to $74,000 for the first quarter of
2006. This $11,000 increase was primarily due to higher interest rates on outstanding debt and capital leases.

Interest Income and Other, Net. Interest income and other, net decreased to $246,000 of income for the first quarter of 2007 as
compared to $292,000 of income for the first quarter of 2006. The $46,000 decrease in interest income and other, net is primarily due to
decreased interest income received as a result of lower invested cash balances.
Provision for Income Taxes. For the first quarter of 2007, we incurred a net loss of $5.9 million and recorded a provision for
income taxes of $15,000, which consisted of income taxes on foreign operations. For the first quarter of 2006, we incurred a net loss of
$1.2 million and recorded a provision for income taxes of $2,000, which consisted of income taxes on foreign operations. Our ability to
utilize our income tax loss carryforwards in future periods is uncertain and, accordingly, we recorded a full valuation allowance against
the related tax benefit. We will continue to assess the realizability of the deferred tax assets in future periods.
Stock-Based Compensation. For the first quarter of 2007 and 2006, stock-based compensation totaled $381,000 and $452,000,
respectively, and was included in the statement of operations as follows (in thousands):
Three Months Ended
April 1, 2007
April 2, 2006

Cost of revenue
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Total

$
$

55
85
241
381

$
$

49
146
257
452

Liquidity and Capital Resources
We have financed our operating losses and capital investments through sales of common stock, private equity investments,
capital and operating leases, bank lines of credit and cash flow from operations. As of April 1, 2007, our principal sources of liquidity
consisted of our cash and cash equivalents of $21.1 million, available credit under our revolving line of credit with Silicon Valley Bank of
approximately $5.0 million, available credit under our equipment line of credit of approximately $442,000, and our investment in Tower
with a market value of approximately $2.3 million.
As of April 1, 2007, our interest-bearing debt consisted of $2.2 million outstanding from Silicon Valley Bank and $1.0 million
outstanding under capital leases. As of April 1, 2007, our accumulated deficit was $133.4 million. Capital expenditures, which are largely
driven by the development of new products and manufacturing levels, could be up to $5.0 million in the next twelve months.
In June 2006, we entered into a Second Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement with Silicon Valley Bank. Terms
of the agreement included a $5.0 million revolving line of credit that is available through June 2008 and an additional $2.0 million of
borrowing capacity under an equipment line of credit that is available to be drawn against through June 2007. As of April 1, 2007, we had
no balances outstanding under the revolving line of credit, $2.2 million outstanding under the current and previous equipment lines of
credit and $442,000 available to be drawn against future equipment purchases. Advances under the new equipment line of credit must be
repaid in either 30 or 36 equal monthly installments, depending upon the nature of the items financed. The bank has a first priority
security interest on substantially all of our tangible and intangible assets to secure any outstanding amounts under the agreement. Under
the terms of the agreement, we must maintain a minimum tangible net worth and an adjusted quick ratio. The agreement also has certain
restrictions including, among others, the incurrence of other indebtedness, the maintenance of depository accounts, the disposition of
assets, mergers, acquisitions, the granting of liens and the payment of dividends. We were in compliance with all loan covenants as of
April 1, 2007.
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As of April 1, 2007, we had $589,000 outstanding under a capital lease obligation to finance design automation software and
related maintenance. The capital lease obligation has an imputed interest rate of 8.5% per annum and is being repaid in quarterly amounts
of $204,000 through November 2007.
As of April 1, 2007, we had $406,000 outstanding under a capital lease obligation for design software tools and related
maintenance. The capital lease obligation has an imputed interest rate of 9.0% per annum and is being repaid in semi-annual amounts of
$148,000 through July 2008.
As of April 1, 2007, we also had $49,000 outstanding under a capital lease obligation for design software. The capital lease
obligation has an imputed interest rate of 9.25% per annum and is being repaid in annual amounts of $28,000 through January 2009.
Net cash from operating activities
Net cash used for operating activities was $2.8 million in the first quarter of 2007. The cash used for operating activities resulted
primarily from a net loss of $5.9 million, adjusted for $3.8 million of non-cash charges including reserves for excess inventory of
$2.5 million, depreciation and amortization of $807,000 and stock-based compensation of $381,000. In addition, changes in working
capital accounts used cash in the amount of $680,000 primarily as a result of a decrease of $2.2 million in accounts payable due to timing
of inventory purchases and expenditures at the end of each period. These uses of cash were partially offset by a $573,000 decrease in
accounts receivable due primarily to a reduction in revenue levels and strong collections, a $441,000 increase in deferred income and
royalty revenue due primarily to higher inventories at distributors on which revenue is deferred, a $203,000 decrease in other assets, and a

$178,000 increase in accrued liabilities.
Net cash provided by operating activities was $1.3 million in the first quarter of 2006. The cash provided by operating activities
resulted primarily from a net loss of $1.2 million, adjusted for $1.4 million of non-cash charges including depreciation and amortization
of $686,000, stock-based compensation of $452,000 and reserves for excess inventory of $232,000. In addition, changes in working
capital accounts provided cash in the amount of $1.1 million primarily as a result of a decrease of $1.4 million in accounts receivable due
to a reduction in revenue levels and the timing of shipments in the period and a $316,000 increase in deferred income and royalty revenue
due primarily to higher inventories at distributors on which revenue is deferred. These sources of cash were partially offset by a $591,000
decrease in accrued liabilities.
Net cash from investing activities
Net cash used for investing activities for the first quarter of 2007 and 2006 was $338,000 and $709,000, respectively, as a result
of capital expenditures made primarily to acquire equipment and software used in the development and production of our products and
solutions.
Net cash from financing activities
Net cash used for financing activities was $345,000 for the first quarter of 2007, resulting from scheduled payments of $680,000
under the terms of our debt and capital lease obligations, partially offset by $335,000 in proceeds related to the issuance of common
shares upon the exercise of stock options by employees.
Net cash provided by financing activities was $1.3 million for the first quarter of 2006, resulting from $1.1 million in proceeds
related to the issuance of common shares upon the exercise of stock options by employees and $932,000 in proceeds from borrowings
under our equipment line of credit, partially offset by scheduled payments of $660,000 under the terms of our debt and capital lease
obligations.
We require substantial cash to fund our business, particularly to finance our operations, to acquire property and equipment, the
repayment of debt and for working capital requirements. Our future liquidity will depend on many factors such as these, as well as our
level of revenue and gross profit, market acceptance of our existing and new products, the decline in revenue under end-of-life programs,
wafer purchase commitments, the amount and timing of research and development expenditures, the timing of new product introductions,
production volumes, the quality of our products, sales and marketing efforts, our ability to obtain debt financing and to remain in
compliance
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with the terms of our credit facilities, our ability to raise funds from the sale of Tower shares and equity in the Company, the exercise of
employee stock options and participation in our employee stock purchase plan, and other factors related to the uncertainties of the
industry and global economics. However, we believe that our existing cash resources will be sufficient to fund operations, capital
expenditures of up to $5.0 million, and provide adequate working capital for at least the next twelve months. As our liquidity is affected
by many factors as mentioned above and as discussed in our “Risk Factors,” there can be no assurance that we will not seek additional
capital during the next twelve months or that such capital will be available on terms acceptable to us. After the next twelve months, our
cash requirements will depend on many factors, including our level of revenue and gross profit, the market acceptance of our new
products, the levels at which we maintain inventory and accounts receivable, costs of securing access to adequate manufacturing capacity,
new product development efforts, capital expenditures and the level of our operating expenses.
Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments
The following table summarizes our contractual obligations and commercial commitments as of April 1, 2007 and the effect such
obligations and commitments are expected to have on our liquidity and cash flows in future fiscal periods (in thousands):

Total

Contractual cash obligations:
Operating leases
Wafer purchases (1)
Other purchase commitments
Total contractual cash obligations
Other commercial commitments (2):
Notes payable to bank
Capital lease obligations
Total commercial commitments
Total contractual obligations and commercial commitments

$

$

1,587
2,412
1,990
5,989
2,186
1,044
3,230
9,219

Payments Due by Period
Less than
1-3
1 Year
Years

$

$

743
2,412
1,863
5,018
1,115
877
1,992
7,010

$

$

844
—
127
971
1,071
167
1,238
2,209

More than
3 Years

$

$

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

(1)

Certain of our wafer manufacturers require us to forecast wafer starts several months in advance. We are committed to take delivery of
and pay for a portion of forecasted wafer volume. Wafer purchase commitments of $2.4 million include both firm purchase
commitments and a portion of our forecasted wafer starts as of April 1, 2007.

(2)

Other commercial commitments are included as liabilities on our balance sheet as of April 1, 2007.

Inflation
The impact of inflation on our business has not been material for the periods presented.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
We do not maintain any off-balance sheet partnerships, arrangements or other relationships with unconsolidated entities or
others, often referred to as structured finance or special purpose entities, which are established for the purpose of facilitating off-balance
sheet arrangements or other contractually narrow or limited purposes.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In September 2006, the Financial Accounting Standards Board, or FASB, issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
No. 157, “Fair Value Measurements,” or SFAS 157. SFAS 157 establishes a framework for measuring fair value, and expands
disclosures about fair value measurements. The changes to current practice
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resulting from the application of SFAS 157 relate to the definition of fair value, the methods used to measure fair value and expanded
disclosures about fair value measurements. SFAS 157 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007 and interim periods
within those fiscal years. We are currently evaluating the impact that SFAS 157 will have on our consolidated financial statements.
In February 2007, the FASB issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 159, “The Fair Value Option for Financial
Assets and Financial Liabilities,” or SFAS 159. SFAS 159 permits companies to choose to measure certain financial instruments and
certain other items at fair value. The standard requires that unrealized gains and losses on items for which the fair value option has been
elected be reported in earnings. SFAS 159 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007, although earlier adoption is
permitted. We are currently evaluating the impact that SFAS 159 will have on our consolidated financial statements.
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Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk
Interest Rate Risk
Our exposure to market rate risk for changes in interest rates relates primarily to our investment portfolio and variable rate debt.
We do not use derivative financial instruments to manage our interest rate risk. We are adverse to principal loss and ensure the safety and
preservation of invested funds by limiting default, market risk and reinvestment risk. Our investment portfolio is generally comprised of
investments that meet high credit quality standards. Since these securities are subject to interest rate risk, they could decline in value if
interest rates fluctuate. Due to the short duration and conservative nature of our investment portfolio, we do not anticipate any material
loss with respect to our investment portfolio. A 10% move in interest rates as of April 1, 2007 would have an immaterial effect on our
financial position, results of operations and cash flows.
Foreign Currency Exchange Rate Risk
All of our sales and cost of manufacturing are transacted in U.S. dollars. We conduct a portion of our research and development
activities in Canada and India and have sales and marketing offices in several locations outside of the United States. We use the U.S.
dollar as our functional currency. Most of the costs incurred at these international locations are in local currency. If these local currencies
strengthen against the U.S. dollar, our payroll and other local expenses will be higher than we currently anticipate. Since our sales are
transacted in U.S. dollars, this negative impact on expenses would not be offset by any positive effect on revenue. Operating expenses
denominated in foreign currencies were approximately 23% and 23% of total operating expenses for the first quarter of 2007 and 2006,
respectively. A majority of these foreign expenses were incurred in Canada. A currency exchange rate fluctuation of 10% would have
caused our operating expenses to change by approximately $180,000 in the first quarter of 2007.
Equity Price Risk
Our exposure to equity price risk for changes in market value relates primarily to our investment in Tower Semiconductor Ltd.,
or Tower. Tower’s ordinary shares trade on the Nasdaq Global Market under the symbol “TSEM”. Since these securities are publicly

traded on the open market, they are subject to market fluctuations. Temporary market fluctuations are reflected by increasing or
decreasing the presented value of the related securities and recording “accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)” in the equity
section of the balance sheet. An “other than temporary” decline in market value is reflected by decreasing the adjusted cost of the related
securities and recording a charge to operating expenses in the income statement. A market value fluctuation of 10% would have had a
$230,000 impact on accumulated other comprehensive income in the first quarter of 2007.
Item 4. Controls and Procedures
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our management evaluated, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, the effectiveness
of our disclosure controls and procedures as of the end of the period covered by this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. Based upon that
evaluation, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures are effective to
ensure that information we are required to disclose in reports that we file or submit under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, is (i) recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in Securities and Exchange Commission
rules and forms and (ii) accumulated and communicated to our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial
Officer, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. Based upon that evaluation, our Chief Executive Officer
and Chief Financial Officer concluded that, our current disclosure controls and procedures are effective at the reasonable assurance level.
Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
There were no changes in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the period covered by this Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial
reporting.
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Part II. Other Information
Item 1. Legal Proceedings
On October 26, 2001, a putative securities class action was filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York
against certain investment banks that underwrote QuickLogic’s initial public offering, QuickLogic and some of QuickLogic’s officers and
directors. The complaint alleges excessive and undisclosed commissions in connection with the allocation of shares of common stock in
QuickLogic’s initial and secondary public offerings and artificially high prices through “tie-in” arrangements which required the
underwriters’ customers to buy shares in the aftermarket at pre-determined prices in violation of the federal securities laws. Plaintiffs seek
an unspecified amount of damages on behalf of persons who purchased QuickLogic’s stock pursuant to the registration statements
between October 14, 1999 and December 6, 2000. Various plaintiffs have filed similar actions asserting virtually identical allegations
against over 300 other public companies, their underwriters, and their officers and directors arising out of each company’s public offering.
These actions, including the action against QuickLogic, have been coordinated for pretrial purposes and captioned In re Initial Public
Offering Securities Litigation, 21 MC 92. A stipulation of settlement for the claims against the issuer defendants, including QuickLogic,
has been signed and was submitted to the court. Under the stipulation of settlement, the plaintiffs will dismiss and release all claims
against participating defendants in exchange for a contingent payment guaranty by the insurance companies collectively responsible for
insuring the issuers in all the related cases, and the assignment or surrender to the plaintiffs of certain claims the issuer defendants may
have against the underwriters. Under the guaranty, the insurers will be required to pay the amount, if any, by which $1.0 billion exceeds
the aggregate amount ultimately collected by the plaintiffs from the underwriter defendants in all the cases. On February 15, 2005, the
court preliminarily approved the settlement contingent on specified modifications. The settlement is still subject to court approval and a
number of other conditions. There is no guarantee that the settlement will become effective. On December 5, 2006, the Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit reversed the Court’s October 2004 order certifying a class in six test cases that were selected by the underwriter
defendants and plaintiffs in the coordinated proceedings. QuickLogic is not among the test cases and it is unclear what impact this will
have on the class certified in the QuickLogic action or on the proposed settlement pending before the court. If this settlement does not
occur and litigation against QuickLogic continues, the Company intends to defend the case vigorously.
On November 2, 2006 and November 29, 2006, purported shareholder derivative complaints were filed against certain of the
Company’s current and former officers and directors in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California. The complaints
allege that the individual defendants violated the federal securities laws and breached their duties to the Company in connection with the
granting and/or receipt of options for Company stock. The complaints name the Company as a nominal defendant and seek unspecified
monetary damages against the individual defendants as well as various forms of injunctive relief.
No estimate can be made of the possible loss or possible range of loss associated with the resolution of these contingencies and,
accordingly, the Company has not recorded a liability.
From time to time, the Company is involved in legal actions arising in the ordinary course of business, including but not limited
to intellectual property infringement and collection matters. Absolute assurance cannot be given that third party assertions will be resolved
without costly litigation in a manner that is not adverse to the Company’s financial position, results of operations or cash flows or without
requiring royalty or other payments in the future which may adversely impact gross profit.
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Item 1A. Risk Factors
This description includes any material changes to and supersedes the description of the risk factors associated with our business
previously disclosed in Item 1A of our 2006 Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 15, 2007. Because of the
following risk factors, as well as other variables affecting our operating results, past financial performance may not be a reliable indicator
of future performance, and historical trends should not be used to anticipate results or trends in future periods.
Risk Factors
If we fail to successfully develop, introduce and sell new products, we may be unable to compete effectively in the future
We operate in a highly competitive, quickly changing environment marked by rapid obsolescence of existing products. To
compete successfully, we must obtain access to advanced fabrication capacity and dedicate significant resources to specify, design,
develop, manufacture and sell new or enhanced products and solutions that provide increasingly higher levels of performance, low power
consumption, new features, reliability and/or cost savings to our customers. We experience a long delay between the time when we
expend these product definition and development resources and invest in related long-lived assets, and the time when we begin to
generate revenue, if any, from these expenditures.
We are marketing our new products - ArcticLink, PolarPro, Eclipse II and QuickPCI II - to new customers and markets and
expect a significant portion of our future revenues to be generated from these new products. We believe our new products and solutions
have a compelling advantage in low power applications, and that this business will provide long-term revenue growth for QuickLogic, but
there is no assurance when this will occur. Some of the opportunities for our new products are in the rapidly changing mobile market,
which typically has shorter product life cycles, higher volumes and greater price pressure than our traditional business. In order to react
quickly to opportunities or to obtain favorable wafer prices, we have made significant investments in and commitments to purchase
PolarPro and Eclipse II inventory. In addition, the nature of the mobile market and the customers that operate in this market may cause
revenue to fluctuate significantly from quarter to quarter. For example, while our new product revenue increased in the second and third
quarters of 2006, it declined in the fourth quarter of 2006 and first quarter of 2007 due to the product life cycle of a significant customer
for these products. If we are unable to design, produce and sell new solutions and products that meet design specifications, address
customer requirements and generate sufficient revenue and gross profit, if market demand for our products fails to materialize, if we are
unable to obtain adequate capacity on a timely basis, if we are unable to develop Customer Specific Standard Products, or CSSPs, or
solutions in a timely manner, or if our customers do not successfully introduce products incorporating our devices, our revenue and gross
margin will be materially harmed, our liquidity and cash flows will be materially effected, we may be required to write-off related
inventory and long-lived assets or there may be other adverse effects on our business or the price of our common stock.
We will be unable to compete effectively if we fail to anticipate product opportunities based upon emerging technologies and
standards or fail to develop products and solutions that incorporate these technologies and standards in a timely manner
We spend significant time and money to design and develop products and solutions around an industry standard, such as USB and
IDE, or emerging technologies, such as low power programmable logic, advanced process technology or small form factor packaging. We
intend to develop additional products and solutions and adopt new technologies in the future. If system manufacturers adopt alternative
standards or technologies, if an industry standard or emerging technology that we have targeted fails to achieve broad market acceptance,
if customers choose low power offerings from our competitors, or if we are unable to bring the technologies or solutions to market in a
timely and effective manner, we may be unable to generate significant revenue from our research and development efforts. As a result, our
business would be materially harmed and we may be required to write-off related inventory and long-lived assets.
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We have significant customers and limited visibility into the long-term demand for our products from these customers
A few end customers can represent a significant portion of our total revenue in a given reporting period and the likelihood of this
occurring will increase in the future as we target high-volume mobile applications. As in the past, future demand from these customers
may fluctuate significantly. These customers typically order products with short requested delivery lead-times, and do not provide a
commitment to purchase product past the period covered by purchase orders, which may be rescheduled or cancelled. In addition, our
manufacturing lead-times are longer than the delivery lead-times requested by these customers, and we make significant inventory
purchases and capital expenditures in anticipation of future demand. For example, a domestic OEM of instrumentation and test equipment
accounted for 13% of revenue in both 2005 and 2006 and a European telecommunications OEM customer, purchasing product through
their contract manufacturer, represented 14% of revenue in 2006. If revenue from any significant customer were to decline substantially,
we may be unable to offset this decline with increased revenue from other customers and we may purchase excess inventory. These
factors could severely harm our business.
In addition, we may make a significant investment in long-lived assets for the production of our products based upon historical
and expected demand. If demand for or gross margin generated from our products does not meet our expectations or if we are unable to
collect amounts due from significant customers, we may be required to write-off inventory, provide for uncollectible accounts receivable
or incur charges against long-lived assets, which would materially harm our business.

We may not have the liquidity to support our future operations and capital requirements
Our cash and cash equivalents balance at April 1, 2007 was $21.1 million. At April 1, 2007, our interest-bearing debt consisted
of $2.2 million outstanding from Silicon Valley Bank and $1.0 million outstanding under capital leases. On June 30, 2006, we amended
and restated our credit facility with Silicon Valley Bank. Terms of the agreement include a $5.0 million revolving line of credit available
through June 2008 and $2.0 million of borrowing capacity under an equipment line of credit that is available to be drawn against through
June 2007. At April 1, 2007, we had $5.0 million available to borrow under our revolving credit facility and $442,000 available to borrow
under our equipment line of credit.
At April 1, 2007, we held 1,344,543 Tower ordinary shares, valued at approximately $2.3 million based upon the market closing
price of $1.71 per share at the end of the reporting period. Our ability to obtain competitive pricing from Tower is tied to our ownership of
at least 450,000 of these Tower shares.
Capital expenditures, which are largely driven by development activities and the introduction and initial manufacturing of new
products, could be up to $5.0 million in the next twelve months. As of April 1, 2007, we had commitments to purchase $2.4 million of
wafer inventory.
As a result of potential investments, current revenue and operating expense levels, changes in working capital and interest and
debt payments, we will need to generate significantly higher revenue and gross profit, especially from our new ArcticLink, PolarPro,
Eclipse II and QuickPCI II products and products currently under development, to generate positive cash flow. In addition, these new
products have been generating lower gross margin as a percentage of revenue than the rest of our historical business due to the markets
that we have targeted and the larger order quantities associated with these applications. Whether we can achieve cash flow levels
sufficient to support our operations cannot be accurately predicted. Unless such cash flow levels are achieved, we may borrow additional
funds or sell debt or equity securities, or some combination thereof, to provide funding for our operations. If adequate funds are not
available when needed, our financial condition and operating results would be materially adversely affected and we may not be able to
operate our business without significant changes in our operations, or at all.
We may be unable to accurately estimate quarterly revenue, which could adversely affect the trading price of our stock
We offer our customers a short delivery lead-time and a majority of our shipments during a quarter are ordered by customers in
that quarter. As a result, we often have low visibility to the current quarter’s revenue, and our revenue levels can change significantly in a
short period of time. Furthermore, our ability to respond to
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increased demand is limited to inventory on hand or on order, the capacity available at our contract manufacturers and our capacity to
program products to customer specifications. In addition, a significant portion of our revenue is deferred until our distributors ship
unprogrammed parts to end customers since the price is not fixed or determinable until that time. Therefore, we are highly dependent on
the accuracy and timeliness of resale and inventory reports from our distributors. Inaccurate distributor resale or inventory reports, as well
as unanticipated changes in distributor inventory levels, could contribute to our difficulty in predicting and reporting our quarterly
revenue and results of operations. If we fail to accurately estimate customer demand, record revenue, or if our available capacity is less
than needed to meet customer demand, our results of operations could be harmed and our stock price could materially fluctuate.
We depend upon third parties to fabricate, assemble, test and program our products, and they may discontinue manufacturing our
products, fail to give our products priority, be unable to successfully manufacture our products to meet performance, volume or cost
targets, or inaccurately report inventory to us
We contract with third parties to fabricate, assemble, test and program our devices. Our devices are generally fabricated,
assembled and programmed by single suppliers, and the loss of a supplier, transfer of manufacturing to a new location, expiration of a
supply agreement or the inability of our suppliers to manufacture our products to meet volume, performance and cost targets could have a
material adverse effect on our business. Tower solely manufactures our ArcticLink, PolarPro, Eclipse II, certain QuickPCI II, QuickMIPS
and other new products currently under development. Our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 devices were fabricated by a single supplier, and the
expiration of this supply agreement has had a significant effect on our business. We recently announced the end-of-life of our V3
products, due primarily to a supplier’s decision to stop manufacturing these products. V3 products contributed $2.2 million and
$3.6 million of revenue in 2006 and 2005, respectively, and we currently do not expect these devices to contribute significant revenue
after 2007. In addition, demand for assembly capacity at our primary supplier may increase. For this and other reasons, capacity available
to us may be constrained. Identifying and qualifying an additional assembly supplier is a time consuming and costly process and may
require volume commitments that we may be unwilling or unable to make. We sell programmers to customers that are made by a single
supplier. Programming capacity at our subcontractors is also dependent on our investment in sufficient programming hardware to meet
fluctuating demand. Our relationship with our suppliers could change as a result of a merger or acquisition. If for any reason these
suppliers or any other vendor becomes unable or unwilling to continue to provide services of acceptable quality, at acceptable costs and in
a timely manner, our ability to operate our business or deliver our products to our customers could be severely impaired. We would have
to identify and qualify substitute suppliers, which could be time consuming, difficult and result in unforeseen operational problems, or we
could announce an end-of-life program for these products, as we did with our pASIC 1, pASIC 2 and V3 products. Alternate suppliers
might not be available to fabricate, assemble, test and program our devices or, if available, might be unwilling or unable to offer services
on acceptable terms.
In addition, if competition for wafer manufacturing capacity increases, if we need to migrate to more advanced wafer
manufacturing technology, or if competition for assembly services increases, we may be required to pay or invest significant amounts to

secure access to this capacity. For example, in the second quarter of 2006, we entered into an agreement with Amkor to secure assembly
capacity that required a payment of $1.0 million that is refundable if we meet certain volume commitments. The number of companies
that provide these services is limited and some of them have limited operating histories and financial resources. In the event our current
suppliers refuse or are unable to continue to provide these services to us, we may be unable to procure services from alternate suppliers in
a timely manner, if at all. Furthermore, if customer demand for our products increases, we may be unable to secure sufficient additional
capacity from our current suppliers on commercially reasonable terms. Moreover, our reliance on a limited number of suppliers subjects
us to reduced control over delivery schedules, quality assurance and costs. This lack of control may cause unforeseen product shortages or
may increase our cost to manufacture and test our products, which would adversely affect our operating results and cash flows.
We record a majority of our inventory transactions based on information from our subcontractors. If we do not receive prompt
and accurate information from our suppliers, we could misstate inventory levels, incorrectly record gross profit, be unable to meet our
delivery commitments to customers or commit to manufacturing inventory that is not required to meet customer delivery commitments,
which could materially harm our business.
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Our future results depend on our relationship with Tower
We have invested approximately $21.3 million in Tower. In return for our investment, we received equity, prepaid wafer credits,
favorable wafer pricing and committed production capacity in Tower’s foundry facility. We believe that Tower’s long-term operation of
this fabrication facility depends on its ability to attract sufficient customer demand, to obtain additional financing, to increase capacity, to
obtain the release of grants and approvals for changes in grant programs from the Israeli government’s Investment Center and its ability to
remain in compliance with the terms of its grant and credit agreements. The current political uncertainty and security situation in the
Middle East where Tower’s fabrication facility is located, the cyclical nature of the market for foundry manufacturing services, Tower’s
financial condition, or other factors may adversely impact Tower’s business prospects and may discourage future investments in Tower
from outside sources. If Tower is unable to obtain adequate financing and increase production output in a timely manner, the value of our
investment in Tower may decline significantly or possibly become worthless, our wafer credit from Tower may decline in value or
possibly become worthless, and we would have to identify and qualify a substitute supplier to manufacture our products. This could
require significant development time, cause product shipment delays, impair long-lived assets and the value of our wafer credits, damage
our liquidity and severely harm our business. In addition, Tower is the sole manufacturer of our ArcticLink, PolarPro, Eclipse II, certain
QuickPCI II, QuickMIPS and other new products currently under development.
The value of our investment in Tower and its corresponding wafer credits may also be adversely affected by a deterioration of
conditions in the market for foundry manufacturing services and the market for semiconductor products. At April 1, 2007, the value of our
Tower investment was $2.3 million and the value of our wafer credits recorded on our balance sheet was $3.6 million. If the fair value of
our Tower investment or our wafer credits are deemed to be impaired, we will record charges to our statement of operations. For instance,
we wrote down the Tower shares due to an “other than temporary” decline in their market value by $1.5 million, $1.5 million,
$3.8 million and $6.8 million in fiscal 2005, 2004, 2002 and 2001, respectively.
Our customers may cancel or change their product plans after we have expended substantial time and resources in the design of
their products
Our customers often evaluate our products for six months or more before designing them into their systems, and they may not
commence volume shipments for up to an additional six to twelve months, if at all. During this lengthy sales cycle, our potential
customers may cancel or change their product plans. In addition, customers may discontinue products incorporating our devices at any
time or they may choose to replace our products with lower cost semiconductors. If customers cancel, reduce or delay product orders from
us or choose not to release products that incorporate our devices after we have spent substantial time and resources in assisting them with
their product design, our revenue levels may be less than anticipated and our business could be materially harmed.
If we fail to adequately forecast demand for our products, we may incur product shortages or excess product inventory
Our agreements with certain suppliers require us to provide forecasts of our anticipated manufacturing orders, and place binding
manufacturing commitments in advance of receiving purchase orders from our customers. We are limited in our ability to increase or
decrease our forecasts under such agreements. Other manufacturers supply us product on a purchase order basis. The allocation of
capacity is determined solely by our suppliers over which we have no direct control. Additionally, we may place orders on our suppliers in
advance of customer orders to allow us to quickly respond to changing customer demand or to obtain favorable product costs.
Furthermore, we provide our suppliers with equipment which is used to program our products to customer specifications. The
programming equipment is manufactured to our specifications and has significant order lead-times. These factors may result in product
shortages or excess product inventory. Obtaining additional supply in the face of product, programming equipment or capacity shortages
may be costly, or not possible, especially in the short term since most of our products and programming equipment are supplied by a
single supplier. For example, in the first quarter of 2007, we reserved $2.5 million of inventory due primarily to changes in forecasted
demand. Our failure to adequately forecast demand for our products could materially harm our business.
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The announced end-of-life of our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products has resulted in a decline in our revenue
Our foundry agreement with the supplier that fabricates our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products expired on December 31, 2005 and
the supplier no longer has the necessary equipment to manufacture our products. We announced an end-of-life for these products in 2004
and asked our customers to take delivery of lifetime buy orders before the end of 2005. As a result, we have experienced a reduction in
revenue from these products. Revenue from these products was $5.8 million and $21.1 million in 2006 and 2005, respectively. A majority
of our customers that use pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products have either purchased sufficient quantities to satisfy their demand throughout
the expected life of their products or have converted their designs to our other products, such as pASIC 3 which is pin compatible with
pASIC 2. Future revenue from pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products is limited to inventory on hand and we do not expect significant revenue
from these products in 2007. Our operating results and liquidity have been adversely affected by the end-of-life of these products as we
are currently operating at a net loss and expect negative cash flow at our current revenue level. To mitigate the affects of the end-of-life of
our pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 products, we plan to develop customer demand for new products, such as ArcticLink, PolarPro, Eclipse II and
QuickPCI II, which have active customer designs but limited revenue history. The pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 revenue decline has been more
rapid than the revenue growth from our new product and mature products. While we expect revenue growth from new products and
mature products will offset the decline in pASIC 1 and pASIC 2 revenue, there is no assurance when this will occur.
We are expending substantial time and effort to develop solutions with partners that depend on the availability and success of
technology owned by the partner
Our approach to developing solutions for potential customers involves: (1) embedded processors developed by companies such
as Marvell Semiconductor, Inc., who recently purchased the XScale business unit from Intel, and Analog Devices, Inc.; (2) peripheral
devices developed by other parties such as micro hard disk drives, Wi-Fi devices and NAND flash memory; and (3) specific industry
standards such as USB 2.0 OTG, Serial Digital High Capacity, or SDHC, IDE and SDIO. We have entered into informal partnerships with
other parties that involve the development of solutions that interface with their devices or standards. These informal partnerships also may
involve joint marketing campaigns and sales calls. For example, we have developed a solution incorporating a specific embedded
processor, a micro hard disk drive and our Eclipse II device that improves performance and lowers the overall power consumption of an
application. If our solutions are not incorporated into customer products, if our partners discontinue production of or incorporate our
solution into their product offerings, or if the informal partnerships are significantly reduced or terminated by acquisition or other means,
our revenue and gross margin will be materially harmed and we may be required to write-off related inventory and long-lived assets.
We may be unable to successfully grow our business if we fail to compete effectively with others to attract and retain key personnel
We believe our future success will depend upon our ability to attract and retain engineers and other highly competent personnel.
Our employees are at-will and not subject to employment contracts. Hiring and retaining qualified sales, technical and financial personnel
is difficult due to the limited number of qualified professionals, economic conditions and the size of our company. Competition for these
types of employees is intense. In addition, new hires frequently require extensive training before they achieve desired levels of
productivity. We have in the past experienced difficulty in recruiting and retaining qualified senior management, sales, finance and
technical personnel. Failure to attract, hire, train and retain personnel could materially harm our business.
Fluctuations in our manufacturing processes, yields and quality, especially for new products, may increase our costs
Difficulties encountered during the complex semiconductor manufacturing process can render a substantial percentage of
semiconductor devices nonfunctional. New manufacturing techniques or fluctuations in the manufacturing process may change the
performance distribution and yield of our products. We have, in the past, experienced manufacturing runs that have contained
substantially reduced or no functioning devices, or that generated devices with below normal performance characteristics. Our reliance on
third party suppliers may extend the period of time required to analyze and correct these problems. Once corrected, our customers may be
required to redesign or requalify their products. As a result, we may incur substantially higher manufacturing costs, inventory shortages or
reduced customer demand.
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Yield fluctuations frequently occur in connection with the manufacture of newly introduced products, with changes in product
architecture, with manufacturing at new facilities, on new fabrication processes or in conjunction with new backend manufacturing
processes. Newly introduced solutions and products, such as our CSSPs, ArcticLink, and PolarPro products, are often more complex and
more difficult to produce, increasing the risk of manufacturing-related defects. New manufacturing facilities or processes are often more
complex and take a period of time to achieve expected quality levels and manufacturing efficiencies. While we test our products, including
our software development tools, they may still contain errors or defects that are found after we have commenced commercial production,
that occur due to manufacturing variations or that are identified as new intellectual property is incorporated into our products. If our
products or software development tools contain undetected or unresolved defects, we may lose market share, experience delays in or loss
of market acceptance, reserve or scrap inventory or be required to issue a product recall. In addition, we would be at risk of product
liability litigation if defects in our products were discovered. Although we attempt to limit our liability to end users through disclaimers of
special, consequential and indirect damages and similar provisions, we cannot assure you that such limitations of liability will be legally
enforceable.
We have a history of losses and cannot assure you that we will again be profitable in the future
We incurred significant losses in 2006, 2004, 2003 and 2002. Our accumulated deficit as of April 1, 2007 was $133.4 million.
Although we recorded net income of $2.4 million in 2005, we recorded a net loss of $5.9 million in the first quarter of 2007 and we may
not return to profitability in any future periods.

We depend upon third party distributors to market and sell our products, and they may discontinue sale of our products, fail to give
our products priority or be unable to successfully market, sell and support our products
We contract with third-party distributors to market and sell a significant portion of our products. We typically have only a few
distributors serving each geographic market and, in the future, we may have a single distributor covering a geographic market. Although
we have contracts with our distributors, our agreements with them may be terminated on short notice by either party and, if terminated, we
may be unable to recruit additional or replacement distributors. Additionally, distributors that we have contracted with may acquire, be
acquired or merge with other distributors which may result in the termination of our contract or less effort being placed on the marketing,
sale and support of our products and solutions. As a result, our future performance will depend in part on our ability to retain our existing
distributors and to attract new distributors that will be able to effectively market, sell and support our products and solutions. The loss of
one or more of our principal distributors, or our inability to attract new distributors, could materially harm our business.
Many of our distributors, including our principal distributors, market and sell products for other companies. Many of these
products may compete directly or indirectly with our products and solutions. Also, we generally are not one of the principal suppliers of
products to our distributors. If our distributors give higher priority or greater attention to the products of other companies, including
products that compete with our products and solutions, our business would be materially harmed.
Individual distributors and OEMs often represent a significant portion of our accounts receivable. If we are unable to collect
funds due from these distributors and customers, our financial results may be materially harmed.
Our future operating results are likely to fluctuate and therefore may fail to meet expectations, which could cause our stock price to
decline
Our operating results have varied widely in the past and are likely to do so in the future. In addition, our past operating results
may not be an indicator of future operating results. Our future operating results will depend on many factors and may fail to meet our
expectations for a number of reasons, including those set forth in these risk factors. Any failure to meet expectations could cause our stock
price to significantly fluctuate or decline.
Factors that could cause our operating results to fluctuate include:
·

the effect of end-of-life programs;

·

a significant change in sales to, or the collectibility of accounts receivable from, our largest customers;
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·

successful development and market acceptance of our products and solutions;

·

our ability to accurately forecast product volumes and mix, and to respond to rapid changes in customer demand;

·

changes in sales volume, product mix, average selling prices or production variances that affect gross profit;

·

our ability to adjust our product features, manufacturing capacity and costs in response to economic and competitive pressures;

·

our reliance on subcontract manufacturers for product capacity, yield and quality;

·

our competitors’ product portfolio and product pricing policies;

·

timely implementation of efficient manufacturing technologies;

·

errors in applying or changes in accounting and corporate governance rules;

·

the issuance of equity compensation awards or changes in the terms of our stock plan or employee stock purchase plan;

·

mergers or acquisitions;

·

the impact of import and export laws and regulations;

·

the cyclical nature of the semiconductor industry and general economic, market, political and social conditions in the countries
where we sell our products and the related effect on our customers, distributors and suppliers; and

·

our ability to obtain capital, debt financing and insurance on commercially reasonable terms.

Although certain of these factors are out of our immediate control, unless we can anticipate and be prepared with contingency
plans that respond to these factors, our business may be materially harmed.
We may encounter periods of industry-wide semiconductor oversupply, resulting in pricing pressure, as well as undersupply,
resulting in a risk that we could be unable to fulfill our customers’ requirements

The semiconductor industry has historically been characterized by wide fluctuations in the demand for, and supply of, its
products. These fluctuations have resulted in circumstances when supply of and demand for semiconductors have been widely out of
balance. An industry-wide semiconductor oversupply could result in severe downward pricing pressure from customers. In a market with
undersupply of manufacturing capacity, we would have to compete with larger foundry and assembly customers for limited
manufacturing resources. In such an environment, we may be unable to have our products manufactured in a timely manner, at a cost that
generates adequate gross profit or in sufficient quantities. Since we outsource all of our manufacturing and generally have a single-source
of wafer supply, test, assembly and programming for our products, we are particularly vulnerable to such supply shortages and capacity
limitations. As a result, we may be unable to fulfill orders and may lose customers. Any future industry-wide oversupply or undersupply
of semiconductors could materially harm our business.
Customers may cancel or defer significant purchase orders or our distributors may return our products, which would cause our
inventory levels to increase and our revenue to decline
Our distributors or customers may cancel purchase orders at any time with little or no penalty. Contractually, our distributors are
generally permitted to return unprogrammed products worth up to 10%, by value, of the products they purchase from us. If our
distributors or customers cancel or defer significant purchase orders or return our products, our accounts receivable collections would
decrease and inventories would increase, which would materially harm our business.
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Problems associated with international business operations could affect our ability to manufacture and sell our products
Most of our products are manufactured outside of the United States at manufacturing facilities operated by our suppliers in
Taiwan, South Korea, the Philippines and Israel. We expect to manufacture a majority of our new products and the products that we
currently have under development in Israel and to assemble these products in South Korea or China. As a result, these manufacturing
operations and new product introductions are subject to risks of political instability, including the risk of conflict between Taiwan and the
People’s Republic of China, between South Korea and North Korea, and conflicts involving Israel.
A significant portion of our total revenue comes from sales to customers located outside the United States. We anticipate that sales
to customers located outside the United States will continue to represent a significant portion of our total revenue in future periods. In
addition, most of our domestic customers sell their products outside of North America, thereby indirectly exposing us to risks associated
with foreign commerce and economic instability. In addition to overseas sales offices, we have significant research and development
activities in Canada and India. Accordingly, our operations and revenue are subject to a number of risks associated with foreign
commerce, including the following:
·

managing foreign distributors;

·

collecting amounts due;

·

staffing and managing foreign offices;

·

political and economic instability;

·

foreign currency exchange fluctuations;

·

changes in tax laws, import and export regulations, tariffs and freight rates;

·

timing and availability of export licenses;

·

supplying products that meet local environmental regulations; and

·

inadequate protection of intellectual property rights.

In the past, we have denominated sales of our products to foreign countries exclusively in U.S. dollars. As a result, any increase in
the value of the U.S. dollar relative to the local currency of a foreign country will increase the price of our products in that country so that
our products become relatively more expensive to customers in their local currency. As a result, sales of our products in that foreign
country may decline. To the extent any such risks materialize, our business could be materially harmed.
In addition, we incur costs in foreign countries that may be difficult to reduce quickly because of employee related laws and
practices in those foreign countries.
Many system manufacturers may be unwilling to switch to our products because of their familiarity with the products offered by our
direct competitors, such as Xilinx and Altera, which dominate the programmable logic market
The semiconductor industry is intensely competitive and characterized by:
·

erosion of selling prices over product lives;

·

rapid technological change;

·

short product life cycles; and

·

strong domestic and foreign competition.

If we are not able to compete successfully in this environment, our business will be materially harmed.
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Many of our competitors have substantially greater financial, technical, manufacturing, marketing, sales, distribution, name
recognition and other resources than we do. In addition, many of our competitors have well established relationships with our current and
potential customers and have extensive knowledge of system applications. In the past, we have lost potential customers to competitors for
various reasons, including, but not limited to, re-programmability and lower price. Our current direct competitors include suppliers of
complex programmable logic devices and field programmable gate arrays, such as Xilinx, Inc., Altera Corporation, Actel Corporation and
Lattice Semiconductor Corporation. Xilinx and Altera together have a majority share of the programmable logic market. Many system
manufacturers may be unwilling or unable to switch to our products due to their familiarity with competitors’ products or other inhibiting
factors.
We also face competition from companies that offer Application Specific Integrated Circuits, or ASICs, which may be purchased
for a lower price at higher volumes and typically have greater logic capacity, additional features and higher performance than those of our
products. We may also face competition from suppliers of embedded microprocessors, such as Freescale Semiconductor, Inc., or from
suppliers of products based on new or emerging technologies. Our inability to successfully compete in any of the following areas could
materially harm our business:
·
·

the development of new products, solutions and advanced manufacturing technologies;
the quality, power characteristics, performance characteristics, price and availability of devices, programming hardware
and software development tools;

·

the ability to engage with companies that provide synergistic products and services;

·

the incorporation of industry standards in our products and solutions;

·

the diversity of product offerings available to customers; or

·

the quality and cost effectiveness of design, development, manufacturing and marketing efforts.

We may be unable to adequately protect our intellectual property rights and may face significant expenses as a result of future
litigation
Protection of intellectual property rights is crucial to our business, since that is how we keep others from copying the innovations
that are central to our existing and future products. From time to time, we receive letters alleging patent infringement or inviting us to
license other parties’ patents. We evaluate these requests on a case-by-case basis. These situations may lead to litigation if we reject the
offer to obtain the license.
In the past, we have been involved in litigation relating to alleged infringement by us of others’ patents or other intellectual
property rights. This kind of litigation is expensive and consumes large amounts of management’s time and attention. Additionally,
matters that we initially consider not material to our business could become costly. In addition, if the letters we sometimes receive
alleging patent infringement or other similar matters result in litigation that we lose, a court could order us to pay substantial damages
and/or royalties, and prohibit us from making, using, selling or importing essential technologies. For these and other reasons, this kind of
litigation could materially harm our business.
Although we may seek to obtain a license under a third party’s intellectual property rights in order to bring an end to certain claims
or actions asserted against us, we may not be able to obtain such a license on reasonable terms, or at all. We have entered into technology
license agreements with third parties which give those parties the right to use patents and other technology developed by us and which
give us the right to use patents and other technology developed by them. We anticipate that we will continue to enter into these kinds of
licensing arrangements in the future; however, it is possible that desirable licenses will not be available to us on commercially reasonable
terms. If we lose existing licenses to key technology, or are unable to enter into new licenses that we deem important, our business could
be materially harmed.
Because it is critical to our success that we continue to prevent competitors from copying our innovations, we intend to continue to
seek patent and trade secret protection for our products. The process of seeking patent protection can be long and expensive, and we
cannot be certain that any currently pending or future applications will actually result in issued patents or that, even if patents are issued,
they will be of sufficient scope or strength to provide meaningful protection or any commercial advantage to us. Furthermore, others may
develop technologies
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that are similar or superior to our technology or design around the patents we own. We also rely on trade secret protection for our
technology, in part through confidentiality agreements with our employees, consultants and other third parties. However, these parties
may breach these agreements and we may not have adequate remedies for any breach. In any case, others may come to know about or
determine our trade secrets through a variety of methods. In addition, the laws of certain territories in which we develop, manufacture or
sell our products may not protect our intellectual property rights to the same extent as the laws of the United States.
We may engage in manufacturing, distribution or technology agreements that involve numerous risks, including the use of cash,
diversion of resources and significant write-offs
We have entered into and, in the future, intend to enter into agreements that involve numerous risks, including the use of
significant amounts of our cash; diversion of resources from other development projects or market opportunities; our ability to
incorporate licensed technology in our products and solutions; our ability to introduce related products in a cost-effective and timely
manner; our ability to collect amounts due under these contracts; and market acceptance of related products and solutions. If we fail to
recover the cost of these or other assets from the cash flow generated by the related products, our assets will become impaired and our
financial results would be harmed.
Our business is subject to the risks of earthquakes, other catastrophic events and business interruptions for which we may maintain
limited insurance
Our operations and the operations of our suppliers are vulnerable to interruption by fire, earthquake, power loss, flood, terrorist
acts and other catastrophic events beyond our control. In particular, our headquarters are located near earthquake fault lines in the San
Francisco Bay Area. In addition, we rely on sole suppliers to manufacture our products and would not be able to qualify an alternate
supplier of our products for several quarters. Our suppliers often hold significant quantities of our inventory which, in the event of a
disaster, could be destroyed. In addition, our business processes and systems are vulnerable to computer viruses, break-ins and similar
disruptions from unauthorized tampering. Any catastrophic event, such as an earthquake or other natural disaster, the failure of our
computer systems, war or acts of terrorism, could significantly impair our ability to maintain our records, pay our suppliers, or design,
manufacture or ship our products. The occurrence of any of these events could also affect our customers, distributors and suppliers and
produce similar disruptive effects upon their business. If there is an earthquake or other catastrophic event near our headquarters, our
customers’ facilities, our distributors’ facilities or our suppliers’ facilities, our business could be seriously harmed.
We do not have a detailed disaster recovery plan. In addition, we do not maintain sufficient business interruption and other
insurance policies to compensate us for all losses that may occur. Any losses or damages incurred by us as a result of a catastrophic event
or any other significant uninsured loss could have a material adverse effect on our business.
Our principal stockholders have significant voting power and may vote for actions that may not be in the best interests of our other
stockholders
Our officers, directors and principal stockholders together control a significant portion of our outstanding common stock. As a
result, these stockholders, if they act together, will be able to significantly influence our operations, affairs and all matters requiring
stockholder approval, including the election of directors and approval of significant corporate transactions. This concentration of
ownership may have the effect of delaying or preventing a change in control and might affect the market price of our common stock. This
concentration of ownership may not be in the best interest of our other stockholders.
Our Shareholder Rights Plan, Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws and Delaware law contain provisions that could discourage a
takeover that is beneficial to stockholders
Our Shareholder Rights Plan as well as provisions of our Certificate of Incorporation, our Bylaws and Delaware law could make it
difficult for a third party to acquire us, even if doing so would be beneficial to our stockholders.
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The market price of our common stock may fluctuate significantly and could lead to securities litigation
Stock prices for many companies in the technology and emerging growth sectors have experienced wide fluctuations that have
often been unrelated to the operating performance of such companies. In the past, securities class action litigation has often been brought
against a company following periods of volatility in the market price of its securities. In the future, we may be the subject of similar
litigation. Securities litigation could result in substantial costs and divert management’s attention.
Changes to existing accounting pronouncements or taxation rules or practices may cause adverse revenue fluctuations, affect our
reported results of operations or how we conduct our business
GAAP are promulgated by, and are subject to the interpretation of the Financial Accounting Standards Board, or FASB, and the
Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC. New accounting pronouncements or taxation rules and varying interpretations of
accounting pronouncements or taxation practice have occurred and may occur in the future. Any future changes in accounting
pronouncements or taxation rules or practices may have a significant effect on how we report our results and may even affect our
reporting of transactions completed before the change is effective. In addition, a review of existing or prior accounting practices may
result in a change in previously reported amounts. This change to existing rules, future changes, if any, or the questioning of current
practices may adversely affect our reported financial results, our ability to remain listed on the Nasdaq Global Market, or the way we

conduct our business and subject us to regulatory inquiries or litigation.
For example, the FASB has issued SFAS 123(R), “Share-Based Payment,” which we adopted in the first quarter of 2006. SFAS
123(R) requires us to measure compensation costs for all stock-based compensation awards (including our stock options and our
employee stock purchase plan, as currently constructed) at fair value and record compensation expense over the vesting period. If this
accounting pronouncement had been in effect during 2005, we would have reported a net loss.
Additionally, in July 2006 we initiated a review of our historical stock option practices and related accounting. This review
identified accounting and administrative errors that, if they had been recorded at the time they occurred, would have resulted in total
additional charges of approximately $964,000 between October 1999 and December 2005.
Compliance with changing regulations related to corporate governance and public disclosure may result in additional expenses
Changing laws, regulations and standards relating to corporate governance and public disclosure, including the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002, new SEC regulations and the Nasdaq National Market rules, are creating uncertainty for companies such as ours. These new or
changed laws, regulations and standards are subject to varying interpretations in many cases due to their lack of specificity and, as a result,
their application in practice may evolve over time as new guidance is provided by regulatory and governing bodies, which could result in
continuing uncertainty regarding compliance matters and higher costs necessitated by ongoing revisions to disclosure and governance
practices. We are committed to maintaining high standards of corporate governance and public disclosure. As a result, we intend to invest
resources to comply with evolving laws, regulations and standards, and this investment may result in increased general and administrative
expenses and a diversion of management time and attention from profit-generating activities. If our efforts to comply with new or changed
laws, regulations and standards differ from the activities intended by regulatory or governing bodies due to ambiguities related to practice,
our reputation may be harmed and the market price of our common stock could be affected.
While we believe that we currently have adequate internal control procedures in place, we are still exposed to potential risks from
legislation requiring companies to evaluate controls under Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting. Internal control
over financial reporting cannot provide absolute assurance of achieving financial reporting objectives because of its inherent limitations.
Internal control over financial reporting is a process that involves human diligence and compliance and is subject to lapses in judgment
and breakdowns resulting from human failures. Internal control over financial reporting also can be circumvented by collusion or
improper
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management override. Because of such limitations, there is a risk that material misstatements may not be prevented or detected on a timely
basis by internal control over financial reporting. However, these inherent limitations are known features of the financial reporting
process. Therefore, it is possible to design into the process safeguards to reduce, though not eliminate, this risk.
As of December 2006, we have evaluated our internal control systems in order to allow management to report on, and our
independent registered public accounting firm to attest to, our internal control over financial reporting, as required by Section 404 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. We performed the system and process evaluation and testing required in an effort to comply with the management
certification and independent registered public accounting firm attestation requirements of Section 404. As a result, we incurred additional
expenses and a diversion of management’s time. While we believe that our internal control procedures are adequate and we intend to
continue to fully comply with the requirements relating to internal control and all other aspects of Section 404, our controls necessary for
continued compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act may not operate effectively at all times and may result in a material control disclosure.
The identification of a material weakness in internal control over financial reporting, if any, could indicate a lack of proper controls to
generate accurate consolidated financial statements. Furthermore, we cannot be certain as to the outcome of future evaluations, testing
and remediation actions or the impact of the same on our operations. If we are not able to remain in compliance with the requirements of
Section 404, we might be subject to sanctions or investigation by regulatory authorities, such as the SEC or the Nasdaq National Market.
Any such action could adversely affect our financial results and the market price of our common stock.
We have implemented import and export control procedures to comply with United States regulations but we are still exposed to
potential risks from import and export activity
Our products, solutions, technology and software are subject to import and export control laws and regulations which, in some
instances, may impose restrictions on business activities, or otherwise require licenses or other authorizations from agencies such as the
U.S. Department of State, U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of the Treasury. These restrictions may impact deliveries
to customers or limit development and manufacturing alternatives. We have import and export licensing and compliance procedures in
place for purposes of conducting our business consistent with U.S. and applicable international laws and regulations, and we periodically
review these procedures to maintain compliance with the requirements relating to import and export regulations. If we are not able to
remain in compliance with import and export regulations, we might be subject to investigation, sanctions or penalties by regulatory
authorities. Such penalties can include civil, criminal or administrative remedies such as loss of export privileges. We cannot be certain as
to the outcome of an evaluation, investigation, inquiry or other action or the impact of these items on our operations. Any such action
could adversely affect our financial results and the market price of our common stock.
If we do not maintain compliance with the listing requirements of the Nasdaq Global Market, our common stock could be delisted,
which could, among other things, reduce the price of our common stock and the levels of liquidity available to our stockholders

Our securities could be delisted in the future if we do not maintain compliance with applicable listing requirements. If our
securities were delisted from the Nasdaq Global Market, they would subsequently be transferred to the National Quotation Service
Bureau, or “Pink Sheets.” The trading of our common stock on the Pink Sheets may reduce the price of our common stock and the levels
of liquidity available to our stockholders. In addition, the trading of our common stock on the Pink Sheets will materially adversely affect
our access to capital markets and our ability to raise capital through alternative financing sources on terms acceptable to us, or at all.
Securities that trade on the Pink Sheets are no longer eligible for margin loans, and a company trading on the Pink Sheets cannot avail
itself of federal preemption of state securities, or “blue sky,” laws, which adds substantial compliance costs to securities issuances,
including shares issued pursuant to employee option plans, stock purchase plans and private or public offerings of securities. If we are
delisted in the future from the Nasdaq Global Market and transferred to the Pink Sheets, there may also be other negative implications,
including the potential loss of confidence by suppliers, customers and employees and the loss of institutional investor interest in our
company.
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Our directors and management have been named parties to lawsuits related to our historical stock option practices and related
accounting, and we may be named in additional litigation in the future, all of which could result in an unfavorable outcome and have a
material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows and the trading price for our securities
Two lawsuits have been filed against the Company, our current directors and officers and certain of our former directors and
officers relating to our historical stock option practices and related accounting. We may become the subject of additional private or
government actions regarding these matters in the future. These actions are in the preliminary stages, and their ultimate outcome could
have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows and the trading price for our
securities. Litigation may be time consuming, expensive and disruptive to normal business operations and the outcome of litigation is
difficult to predict. The defense of these lawsuits will result in significant expenditures and the continued diversion of our management’s
time and attention from the operation of our business, which could impede our business. All or a portion of any amount we may be
required to pay to satisfy a judgment or settlement, of any or all of these claims, if any, may not be covered by insurance.
Item 6. Exhibits
a. Exhibits
The following Exhibits are filed with this report:
Exhibit
Number

3.1(1)
3.2(2)
10.7
31.1
31.2
32

Description

Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Registrant.
Bylaws of Registrant.
Form of Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement under the 1999 Stock Plan.
CEO Certification pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
CFO Certification pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
CEO and CFO Certifications pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002.

(1)

Incorporated by reference to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1 declared effective October 14, 1999
(Commission File No. 333-28833).
(2) Incorporated by reference to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (Item 5.03) filed May 2, 2005.
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Signatures
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.
QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
Date: May 10, 2007

/s/ CARL M. MILLS
Carl M. Mills
Vice President, Finance and Chief Financial Officer
(as Principal Accounting and Financial Officer and on behalf of
Registrant)
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EXHIBIT INDEX
Exhibit
Number

3.1(1)
3.2(2)
10.7
31.1
31.2
32

Description

Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Registrant.
Bylaws of Registrant.
Form of Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement under the 1999 Stock Plan.
CEO Certification pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
CFO Certification pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
CEO and CFO Certifications pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002.

(1)

Incorporated by reference to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1 declared effective October 14, 1999
(Commission File No. 333-28833).
(2) Incorporated by reference to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (Item 5.03) filed May 2, 2005.
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Exhibit 10.7
QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
1999 STOCK PLAN
RESTRICTED STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT
Unless otherwise defined herein, the terms defined in the 1999 Stock Plan (the “Plan”) will have the same defined meanings in
this Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement (the “Agreement”).
I.

NOTICE OF GRANT OF STOCK PURCHASE RIGHT

QuickLogic Corporation is pleased to inform you that you, the undersigned Purchaser, has been granted a right to purchase
Restricted Stock (hereinafter referred to as the “Shares”) of the Company, subject to the terms and conditions of the Plan and this
Agreement, as follows:
NOTICE OF GRANT
Purchaser:
Grant Number:
Board Notification Date:
Date of Grant:
Expiration Date:
Vesting Commencement Date:
Exercise Price, per Share:
Number of Shares Granted:
Vesting Schedule (Check one):
Exercise and Vesting Schedule: This grant is exercisable immediately, in whole or in part, and the Restricted Stock shall vest on
the first open trading day under the Company’s insider trading policy on or after the scheduled vesting date indicated below (or, if earlier,
on March 15 of the year following the year in which the scheduled vesting date occurs):
1) 25% of the Shares are scheduled to vest twelve months after the Vesting Commencement Date and 1/16 of the
Shares are scheduled to vest each quarter thereafter, subject to Purchaser remaining a Service Provider through the
vesting dates
2) 25% of the shares are scheduled to vest quarterly, subject to the Purchaser remaining a Service Provider through the
vesting dates
3)

The shares are immediately vested upon grant

4)

Other:

For instance, assume a Purchaser received a stock purchase right to acquire 160 shares on 2/15/06 under scheduled vesting date
alternative 1, and that the Purchaser exercised the purchase right. If the trading window under the Company’s insider trading policy is
open on 2/15/07, 5/15/07 and 8/15/07, the Purchaser would vest 40 shares on 2/15/07, 10 shares on 5/15/07 and 10 shares on 8/15/07. If
the trading window was closed 3/1/07 and reopened 8/20/07, the Purchaser would vest 40 shares on 2/15/07 and 20 shares on 8/20/07.
In these examples, if the Purchaser ceased providing services to the Company as a director, employee or consultant on 6/1/07,
the individual would have vested in 50 shares in the open trading window scenario, and in 40 shares under the closed trading window
scenario.
YOU MUST EXERCISE THIS STOCK PURCHASE RIGHT BEFORE THE EXPIRATION DATE OR IT WILL
TERMINATE AND YOU WILL HAVE NO FURTHER RIGHT TO PURCHASE THE SHARES.
Non-Transferability of Stock Purchase Right.
This Stock Purchase Right may not be transferred in any manner otherwise than by will or by the laws of descent or distribution
and may be exercised during the lifetime of Purchaser only by Purchaser. The terms of the Plan and this Agreement will be binding upon
the executors, administrators, heirs, successors and assigns of the Purchaser.
1. Entire Agreement. The Plan is incorporated herein by reference. This Agreement (including exhibits A-1 to A-4
referenced herein), the Plan and the Investment Representation Statement constitute the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof and supersede in their entirety all prior undertakings and agreements of the Company and Purchaser with respect to
the subject matter hereof, and may not be modified adversely to the Purchaser’s interest except by means of a writing signed by the
Company and Purchaser.

By Purchaser’s signature below, Purchaser represents that he or she is familiar with the terms and provisions of the Plan,
and hereby accepts this Agreement subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof. Purchaser has reviewed the Plan and this Agreement
in their entirety, has had an opportunity to obtain the advice of counsel prior to executing this Agreement and fully understands all
provisions of this Agreement. Purchaser agrees to accept as binding, conclusive and final all decisions or interpretations of the
Administrator upon any questions arising under the Plan or this Agreement. Purchaser further agrees to notify the Company upon any
change in the residence indicated in the Notice of Grant of Stock Purchase Right.

PURCHASER

QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
By:

Signature
Title:
Print Name
Date:

Date:

ADDRESS:

BENEFICIARY:

Date:
Consent of spouse required if other than spouse
Please return this Stock Purchase Agreement, Assignment Separate from Certificate, and Joint Escrow Instructions to the General
Accounting Manager or Stock Administrator of the Company.

Exhibit A-1. RESTRICTED STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT ADDENDUM
II.

AGREEMENT

1. Sale of Stock. The Company hereby agrees to sell to the individual named in the Notice of Grant of Stock
Purchase Right (the “Purchaser”), and the Purchaser hereby agrees to purchase the number of Shares set forth in the Notice of Grant of
Stock Purchase Right, at the exercise price per share set forth in the Notice of Grant of Stock Purchase Right (the “Exercise Price”), and
subject to the terms and conditions of the Plan, which is incorporated herein by reference. In the event of a conflict between the terms
and conditions of the Plan and this Agreement, the terms and conditions of the Plan will prevail.
2. Payment of Purchase Price. Upon exercise of the Stock Purchase Right, Purchaser shall deliver to the Company
the aggregate Exercise Price for the Shares by cash or check, together with any and all withholding taxes due in connection with the
purchase of the Shares.
3.

Repurchase Option.

(a) In the event (i) the Purchaser’s continuous status as a Service Provider (“Continuous Status”) terminates
for any or no reason (including death or Disability and regardless of any appropriate court finding such termination unfair or irregular on
any basis whatsoever), or (ii) the Purchaser is provided with notice of termination of employment (for any reason and regardless of any
appropriate court finding the related termination unfair or irregular on any basis whatsoever) and ceases to provide ongoing service to the
Company during the notice period, the Company will, in the period commencing on the earlier of the date of such cessation as a Service
Provider or the last date of ongoing service after receiving a notice of termination of employment (the earlier of these dates is referred to
herein as the “Vesting Cessation Date”, as reasonably fixed and determined by the Administrator) and ending three months later, have an
irrevocable, exclusive option to repurchase up to that number of Shares which constitute the Unreleased Shares (as defined in Section 4)
at the original Exercise Price per share (the “Repurchase Price”) (the “Repurchase Option”).
(b) The Repurchase Option may be exercised by the Company by delivering written notice to the Purchaser or
the Purchaser’s executor (with a copy to the Escrow Holder (as defined in Section 6)) AND, at the Company’s option, (i) by delivering to
the Purchaser or the Purchaser’s executor a check in the amount of the aggregate Repurchase Price, or (ii) by the Company canceling an

amount of the Purchaser’s indebtedness to the Company equal to the aggregate Repurchase Price, or (iii) by a combination of (i) and (ii)
so that the combined payment and cancellation of indebtedness equals such aggregate Repurchase Price. Upon delivery of such notice
and the payment of the aggregate Repurchase Price in any of the ways described above, the Company will become the legal and
beneficial owner of the Unreleased Shares being repurchased and all rights and interests therein or relating thereto, and

the Company will have the right to retain and transfer to its own name the number of Unreleased Shares being repurchased by the
Company.
(c) If no cash consideration was used to pay for the Restricted Stock (for example, if the Shares were
purchased by prior Service), the Repurchase Option will be exercised by the Company by delivering written notice to the Purchaser or the
Purchaser’s executor (with a copy to the Escrow Holder (as defined in Section 6)). Upon delivery of such notice, the Company will
become the legal and beneficial owner of the Unreleased Shares being repurchased and all rights and interests therein or relating thereto,
and the Company will have the right to retain and transfer to its own name the number of Unreleased Shares being repurchased by the
Company.
(d) Whenever the Company will have the right to repurchase the Unreleased Shares hereunder, the Company
may designate and assign one or more employees, officers, directors or shareholders of the Company or other persons or organizations to
exercise all or a part of the Company’s Repurchase Option to purchase all or a part of the Unreleased Shares. If the Fair Market Value of
the Unreleased Shares to be repurchased on the date of such designation or assignment (the “Repurchase FMV”) exceeds the aggregate
Repurchase Price of the Unreleased Shares, then each such designee or assignee will pay the Company cash equal to the difference
between the Repurchase FMV and the aggregate Repurchase Price of Unreleased Shares to be purchased.
(e) If the Company or its assignee does not elect to exercise the Repurchase Option conferred above by giving
the requisite notice within three (3) months following Purchaser’s Vesting Cessation Date, the Repurchase Option will terminate.
4.

Release of Shares From Repurchase Option.

(a) The Repurchase Option shall lapse as the Shares vest, as set forth in the Notice of Grant of Stock Purchase
Right, or any other duly authorized written agreement between Company and Purchaser.
(b) Any of the Shares which have not yet been released from the Company’s Repurchase Option are referred
to herein as “Unreleased Shares.”
(c) The Shares which have been released from the Company’s Repurchase Option will be delivered to the
Purchaser at the Purchaser’s request (see Section 6).
5. Restriction on Transfer. Except for the escrow described in Section 6 or transfer of the Shares to the Company or
its assignees contemplated by this Agreement, none of the Shares or any beneficial interest therein will be transferred, encumbered or
otherwise disposed of in any way until the release of such Shares from the Company’s Repurchase Option in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement, other than by will or the laws of descent and distribution.

6.

Escrow of Shares.

(a) To ensure the availability for delivery of the Purchaser’s Unreleased Shares upon exercise of the
Repurchase Option by the Company, the Purchaser will, upon exercise of the Stock Purchase Right, deliver and deposit with an escrow
holder designated by the Company (the “Escrow Holder”) the share certificates representing the Unreleased Shares, together with the
Assignment Separate from Certificate (the “Stock Assignment”) duly endorsed in blank, attached hereto as Exhibit A-2. The Unreleased
Shares and Stock Assignment will be held by the Escrow Holder, pursuant to the Joint Escrow Instructions of the Company and Purchaser
attached as Exhibit A-3 hereto, until such time as the Company’s Repurchase Option expires.
(b) The Escrow Holder will not be liable for any act it may do or omit to do with respect to holding the
Unreleased Shares in escrow and while acting in good faith and in the exercise of its judgment.
(c) If the Company or any assignee exercises its Repurchase Option hereunder, the Escrow Holder, upon
receipt of written notice of such option exercise from the proposed transferee, will take all steps necessary to accomplish such transfer.
(d) When the Repurchase Option has been exercised or expires unexercised or a portion of the Shares has
been released from such Repurchase Option, upon Purchaser’s request the Escrow Holder will promptly cause a new certificate to be
issued for such released Shares and will deliver such certificate to the Company or the Purchaser, as the case may be.
(e) Subject to the terms hereof, once the Stock Purchase Right is exercised, the Purchaser will have all the
rights of a shareholder, and shall be a shareholder when his or her purchase is entered upon the records of the duly authorized transfer
agent of the Company, including without limitation, the right to vote the Shares and receive any cash dividends declared thereon. No
adjustment will be made for a dividend or other right for which the record date is prior to the date the Stock Repurchase Right is
exercised, except as provided in Section 13 of the Plan. If, from time to time during the term of the Company’s Repurchase Option, there

is (i) any stock dividend, stock split or other change in the Shares, or (ii) any merger or sale of all or substantially all of the assets or other
acquisition of the Company, any and all new, substituted or additional securities to which the Purchaser is entitled by reason of the
Purchaser’s ownership of the Shares will be immediately subject to this escrow, deposited with the Escrow Holder and included thereafter
as “Shares” for purposes of this Agreement and the Company’s Repurchase Option, in an amount proportional to the Unreleased Shares.

7.

Restrictive Legends; Stop-Transfer Orders; Refusal to Transfer .

(a) Purchaser understands and agrees that the Company will cause the legends set forth below or legends
substantially equivalent thereto, to be placed upon any certificate(s) evidencing ownership of the Shares together with any other legends
that may be required by the Company or by applicable state or federal securities laws:
THE SHARES REPRESENTED BY THIS CERTIFICATE ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS ON
TRANSFER AND A REPURCHASE OPTION HELD BY THE ISSUER OR ITS ASSIGNEE(S) AS SET FORTH IN
THE RESTRICTED STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE ISSUER AND THE ORIGINAL HOLDER
OF THESE SHARES, A COPY OF WHICH MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE ISSUER.
SUCH TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS, RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL AND REPURCHASE OPTION ARE BINDING
ON TRANSFEREES OF THESE SHARES.
(b) Stop-Transfer Notices. Purchaser agrees that, in order to ensure compliance with the restrictions referred
to herein, the Company may issue appropriate “stop transfer” instructions to its transfer agent, if any, and that, if the Company transfers its
own securities, it may make appropriate notations to the same effect in its own records.
(c) Refusal to Transfer. The Company will not be required (i) to transfer on its books any Shares that have
been sold or otherwise transferred in violation of any of the provisions of this Agreement or (ii) to treat as owner of such Shares or to
accord the right to vote or pay dividends to any purchaser or other transferee to whom such Shares will have been so transferred.
8. Tax Withholding and Consequences. Regardless of any action the Company takes with respect to any or all
income tax, social insurance, payroll tax, payment on account or other tax-related withholding relating to the Shares (“Tax-Related
Items”), Purchaser acknowledges that the ultimate liability for all Tax-Related Items legally due by Purchaser are and remain Purchaser’s
responsibility and that the Company (1) make no representations or undertakings regarding the treatment of any Tax-Related Items in
connection with any aspect of the grant of Restricted Stock, including the grant of a Stock Purchase Right, vesting and lapse of repurchase
rights, the subsequent sale of shares and/or the receipt of any dividends; and (2) do not commit to structure the terms of the grant of a
Stock Purchase Right or the terms of underlying Restricted Stock to reduce or eliminate Purchaser’s liability for Tax-Related Items. Set
forth below is a brief summary as of the date of grant of this Stock Purchase Right of some of the federal tax consequences of exercise of
this Stock Purchase Right and disposition of the Shares. THIS SUMMARY IS NECESSARILY INCOMPLETE, AND THE TAX
LAWS AND REGULATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

As the Company’s repurchase right lapses, Purchaser will immediately recognize compensation income in an amount
equal to the difference between the Fair Market Value of the stock at the time the Company’s repurchase right lapses and the amount paid
for the stock, if any (the “Spread”), if you are a U.S taxpayer. If you are a non-U.S. taxpayer, you will be subject to applicable taxes in
your jurisdiction.
Alternatively, the Spread on all of the Shares will be recognized by Purchaser in connection with the exercise of the
stock purchase right for shares subject to the Repurchase Option, if an election under Section 83(b) of the Code is filed with the Internal
Revenue Service within thirty (30) days of the date of exercise of the right to purchase stock. The form for making this election is
attached as Exhibit A-4 hereto.
If Purchaser is an Employee or former Employee, the Spread will be subject to tax withholding by the Company, and
the Company will be entitled to a tax deduction in the amount at the time the Purchaser recognizes ordinary income with respect to a
Stock Purchase Right. Purchaser agrees to make appropriate arrangements with the Company (or the Parent or Subsidiary employing or
retaining Purchaser) for the satisfaction of all federal, state, and local income and employment tax withholding requirements applicable to
the purchase of Shares or the lapse of repurchase rights hereunder. Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that the Company may refuse to
honor the exercise and refuse to deliver Shares if such withholding amounts are not delivered at the time of purchase.
The Administrator, in its sole discretion and pursuant to such procedures as it may specify from time to time, may permit
the Purchaser to satisfy such tax withholding obligation, in whole or in part by one or more of the following (without limitation):
(i) paying cash, (ii) delivering to the Company already vested and owned Shares having a Fair Market Value equal to the minimum
amount statutorily required to be withheld, (iii) electing to have the Company withhold otherwise deliverable Shares having a value equal
to the minimum amount statutorily required to be withheld, or (iv) selling a sufficient number of such Shares otherwise deliverable to
Purchaser through such means as the Company may determine in its sole discretion (whether through a broker or otherwise) having a Fair
Market Value equal to the minimum amount required to be withheld.
PURCHASER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS THE PURCHASER’S SOLE RESPONSIBILITY AND NOT THE
COMPANY’S TO FILE TIMELY THE ELECTION UNDER SECTION 83(b), EVEN IF THE PURCHASER REQUESTS THE
COMPANY OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES TO MAKE THIS FILING ON THE PURCHASER’S BEHALF.

9. No Guarantee of Continued Service. PURCHASER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT THE RELEASE
OF SHARES FROM THE REPURCHASE OPTION OF THE COMPANY PURSUANT TO SECTION 4 HEREOF IS EARNED ONLY
BY CONTINUING SERVICE AS A SERVICE PROVIDER AT THE WILL OF THE COMPANY (NOT THROUGH THE ACT OF
BEING HIRED OR PURCHASING SHARES HEREUNDER). PURCHASER FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT
THIS AGREEMENT, THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER AND THE VESTING SCHEDULE SET FORTH
HEREIN DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED PROMISE OF CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT AS A SERVICE PROVIDER FOR THE VESTING PERIOD, FOR ANY
PERIOD, OR AT ALL, AND WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH PURCHASER’S RIGHT OR THE COMPANY’S RIGHT TO TERMI‐
NATE PURCHASER’S CONTINUOUS STATUS AT ANY TIME, WITH OR WITHOUT CAUSE.
(a) Nature of Grant. In accepting the offer to acquire Shares, Purchaser acknowledges that: (a) the Plan is
established voluntarily by the Company, it is discretionary in nature and it may be modified, amended, suspended or terminated by the
Company at any time, unless otherwise provided in the Plan and this Agreement; (b) the grant of a Stock Purchase Right and Restricted
Stock is voluntary and occasional and does not create any contractual or other right to receive future grants of Stock Purchase Rights or
Restricted Stock, or benefits in lieu of such grants even if such awards have been granted repeatedly in the past; (c) all decisions with
respect to future Stock Purchase Rights, if any, will be at the sole discretion of the Company; (d) Purchaser is voluntarily participating in
the Plan; (e) the grant of Stock Purchase Rights and Restricted Stock is an extraordinary item that does not constitute compensation of any
kind for services of any kind rendered to the Company; (f) the Stock Purchase Right and Restricted Stock are not part of normal or
expected compensation or salary for any purposes, including, but not limited to, resignation, termination, redundancy, bonuses, longservice awards, pension or retirement benefits, life insurance, 401(k) profit sharing or similar payments; (g) the future value of the Shares
is unknown and cannot be predicted with certainty; and (h) that the Company will have the exclusive discretion to determine when
Purchaser is no longer providing ongoing service to the Company for purposes of administering Purchaser’s grant of Stock Purchase
Rights or Restricted Stock.
(b) Data Privacy. By accepting this Stock Purchase Right or any Restricted Stock in payment thereof,
Purchaser explicitly and unambiguously consents to the collection, use and transfer, in electronic or other form, of Purchaser’s personal
data as described in this document by and among, as applicable, the Company, its subsidiaries and affiliates for the exclusive purpose of
implementing, administering and managing Purchaser’s participation in the Plan. For the purpose of implementing, administering and
managing the Plan, Purchaser understands that the Company holds certain personal information about Purchaser, including, but not
limited to, Purchaser’s name, home address and telephone number, date of birth, Tax ID or other identification number, salary,
nationality, job title, any equity or directorships held in the Company, details of all equity awards or any entitlement to Shares awarded,
canceled, exercised, vested, unvested or outstanding in Purchaser’s favor, for the purpose of implementing, administering and managing
the Plan (“Data”). Purchaser understands that Data may be transferred to any third parties assisting in the implementation, administration
and management of the Plan, that these recipients may be located in Purchaser’s country or elsewhere. The Company, as a global
company, may transfer Purchaser’s personal data to countries which may not provide an adequate level of protection. The Company,
however, is committed to providing a suitable and consistent level of protection for Purchaser’s personal data regardless of the country in
which it resides. Purchaser understands that he or she may request information regarding the Company’s stock plan administration by
contacting Human Resources, the Chief Financial Officer or their designee. Purchaser authorizes the recipients to receive, possess, use,
retain and transfer the Data, in electronic or other form, for the purposes of implementing, administering and managing Purchaser’s
participation in the Plan, including any requisite transfer of such Data

as may be required to a broker or other third party with whom Purchaser deposits any Shares issued at vesting or other scheduled payout.
Purchaser understands that Data will be held as long as is necessary to implement, administer and manage the Plan. Purchaser understands
that he or she may, at any time, view Data, request additional information about the storage and processing of Data, require any necessary
amendments to Data or refuse or withdraw the consents herein, in any case without cost, by contacting in writing Human Resources or the
Chief Financial Officer. Purchaser understands, however, that refusing or withdrawing his or her consent may affect Purchaser’s ability to
participate in the Plan. For more information on the consequences of Purchaser’s refusal to consent or withdrawal of consent, Purchaser
understands that he or she may contact Human Resources, the Chief Financial Officer or their designee.
(c) Electronic Delivery. The Company may, in its sole discretion, decide to deliver any documents related to
the award of Stock Purchase Rights or issuance of Restricted Stock and participation in the Plan or future Stock Purchase Rights or
Restricted Stock that may be awarded under the Plan by electronic means or to request Purchaser’s consent to participate in the Plan by
electronic means. Purchaser hereby consents to receive such documents by electronic delivery and, if requested, to agree to participate in
the Plan through an on-line or electronic system established and maintained by the Company or another third party designated by the
Company.
10. Notices. Any notice, demand or request required or permitted to be given by either the Company or the Purchaser
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement will be in writing and will be deemed given when delivered personally or deposited in the U.S.
mail, First Class with postage prepaid, and addressed to the parties at the addresses of the parties set forth at the end of this Agreement or
such other address as a party may request by notifying the other in writing, or when delivered electronically pursuant to Section 9(c).
Any notice to the Escrow Holder will be sent to the Company’s address with a copy to the other party not sending the
notice.

11. No Waiver. Either party’s failure to enforce any provision or provisions of this Agreement will not in any way be
construed as a waiver of any such provision or provisions, nor prevent that party from thereafter enforcing each and every other provision
of this Agreement. The rights granted both parties herein are cumulative and will not constitute a waiver of either party’s right to assert all
other legal remedies available to it under the circumstances.
12. Successors and Assigns. The Company may assign any of its rights under this Agreement to single or multiple
assignees, and this Agreement will inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns of the Company. Subject to the restrictions on
transfer herein set forth, this Agreement will be binding upon Purchaser and his or her heirs, executors, administrators, successors and
assigns.

13. Interpretation. Any dispute regarding the interpretation of this Agreement will be submitted by Purchaser or by the
Company forthwith to the Administrator which will review such dispute at its next regular meeting. The resolution of such a dispute by
the Administrator will be final and binding on all parties.
14. Governing Law; Severability. This Agreement is governed by the internal substantive laws but not the choice of
law rules, of California.
15. Entire Agreement. The Plan is incorporated herein by reference. This Agreement (including the exhibits
referenced herein), the Plan and the Investment Representation Statement constitute the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof and supersede in their entirety all prior undertakings and agreements of the Company and Purchaser with respect to
the subject matter hereof, and may not be modified adversely to the Purchaser’s interest except by means of a writing signed by the
Company and Purchaser. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Plan or this Agreement, the Company reserves the right to revise
this Agreement as it deems necessary or advisable, in its sole discretion and without Purchaser’s consent, to comply with Section 409A or
to otherwise avoid imposition of any additional tax or income recognition under Section 409A prior to the actual issuance of Restricted
Stock or prior to the lapse of repurchase rights under this Agreement.
By Purchaser’s signature above, Purchaser represents that he or she is familiar with the terms and provisions of the Plan,
and hereby accepts this Agreement subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof. Purchaser has reviewed the Plan and this Agreement
in their entirety, has had an opportunity to obtain the advice of counsel prior to executing this Agreement and fully understands all
provisions of this Agreement. Purchaser agrees to accept as binding, conclusive and final all decisions or interpretations of the
Administrator upon any questions arising under the Plan or this Agreement. Purchaser further agrees to notify the Company upon any
change in the residence indicated in the Notice of Grant of Stock Purchase Right.

EXHIBIT A-2
ASSIGNMENT SEPARATE FROM CERTIFICATE
FOR VALUE RECEIVED I,
, hereby sell, assign and transfer unto QuickLogic Corporation
shares of the
Common Stock of QuickLogic Corporation standing in my name on the books of said corporation represented by Certificate No.
herewith and do hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint
to transfer the said stock on the books of the within named
corporation with full power of substitution in the premises.
This Stock Assignment may be used only in accordance with the Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement between QuickLogic
Corporation and the undersigned dated
,
(the “Agreement”).
Dated:

,

Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS: Please do not fill in any blanks other than the signature line. The purpose of this assignment is to enable the
Company to exercise its Repurchase Option as set forth in the Agreement, without requiring additional signatures on the part of the
Purchaser.

EXHIBIT A-3
JOINT ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS
,
QuickLogic Corporation
1277 Orleans Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Attention: Corporate Secretary

Dear Corporate Secretary:
As Escrow Agent for both QuickLogic Corporation (the “Company”) and the undersigned purchaser of stock of the Company
(the “Purchaser”), you are hereby authorized and directed to hold the documents delivered to you pursuant to the terms of that certain
Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement (“Agreement”) between the Company and the undersigned, in accordance with the following
instructions:
1.
In the event the Company and/or any assignee of the Company (referred to collectively for convenience herein as the
“Company”) exercises the Company’s repurchase option set forth in the Agreement (the “Repurchase Option”), the Company will give to
Purchaser and you a written notice specifying the number of shares of stock to be purchased, the purchase price, and the time for a closing
hereunder at the principal office of the Company. Purchaser and the Company hereby irrevocably authorize and direct you to close the
transaction contemplated by such notice in accordance with the terms of said notice.
2.
At the closing, you are directed (a) to date the stock assignments necessary for the transfer in question, (b) to fill in the
number of shares being transferred, and (c) to deliver same, together with the certificate evidencing the shares of stock to be transferred,
to the Company or its assignee, against the simultaneous delivery to you of the purchase price (by cash, a check, or some combination
thereof) for the number of shares of stock being purchased pursuant to the exercise of the Company’s Repurchase Option.
3.
Purchaser irrevocably authorizes the Company to deposit with you any certificates evidencing shares of stock to be
held by you hereunder and any additions and substitutions to said shares as defined in the Agreement. Purchaser does hereby irrevocably
constitute and appoint you as Purchaser’s attorney-in-fact and agent for the term of this escrow to execute with respect to such securities
all documents necessary or appropriate to make such securities negotiable and to complete any transaction herein contemplated. Subject
to the provisions of this paragraph 3, Purchaser will exercise all rights and privileges of a shareholder of the Company while the stock is
held by you.

4.
Upon written request of the Purchaser, unless the Company’s Repurchase Option has been exercised, you will deliver
to Purchaser a certificate or certificates representing so many shares of stock as are not then subject to the Company’s Repurchase
Option. Within four (4) months after cessation of Purchaser’s continuous employment by or services to the Company, or any parent or
subsidiary of the Company, you will deliver to Purchaser a certificate or certificates representing the aggregate number of shares held or
issued pursuant to the Agreement and not purchased by the Company or its assignees pursuant to exercise of the Company’s Repurchase
Option.
5.
If at the time of termination of this escrow you should have in your possession any documents, securities, or other
property belonging to Purchaser, you will deliver all of the same to Purchaser and will be discharged of all further obligations hereunder.
6.

Your duties hereunder may be altered, amended, modified or revoked only by a writing signed by all of the parties

hereto.
7.
You will be obligated only for the performance of such duties as are specifically set forth herein and may rely and will
be protected in relying or refraining from acting on any instrument reasonably believed by you to be genuine and to have been signed or
presented by the proper party or parties. You will not be personally liable for any act you may do or omit to do hereunder as Escrow
Agent or as attorney-in-fact for Purchaser while acting in good faith, and any act done or omitted by you pursuant to the advice of your
own attorneys will be conclusive evidence of such good faith.
8.
You are hereby expressly authorized to disregard any and all warnings given by any of the parties hereto or by any
other person or corporation, excepting only orders or process of courts of law and are hereby expressly authorized to comply with and
obey orders, judgments or decrees of any court. In case you obey or comply with any such order, judgment or decree, you will not be
liable to any of the parties hereto or to any other person, firm or corporation by reason of such compliance, notwithstanding any such
order, judgment or decree being subsequently reversed, modified, annulled, set aside, vacated or found to have been entered without
jurisdiction.
9.
You will not be liable in any respect on account of the identity, authorities or rights of the parties executing or
delivering or purporting to execute or deliver the Agreement or any documents or papers deposited or called for hereunder.
10.
You will not be liable for the outlawing of any rights under the Statute of Limitations with respect to these Joint
Escrow Instructions or any documents deposited with you.
11.
You will be entitled to employ such legal counsel and other experts as you may deem necessary properly to advise you
in connection with your obligations hereunder, may rely upon the advice of such counsel, and may pay such counsel reasonable
compensation therefore.

12.
Your responsibilities as Escrow Agent hereunder will terminate if you will cease to be an officer or agent of the
Company or if you will resign by written notice to each party. In the event of any such termination, the Company will appoint a successor
Escrow Agent.

13.
If you reasonably require other or further instruments in connection with these Joint Escrow Instructions or obligations
in respect hereto, the necessary parties hereto will join in furnishing such instruments.
14.
It is understood and agreed that should any dispute arise with respect to the delivery and/or ownership or right of
possession of the securities held by you hereunder, you are authorized and directed to retain in your possession without liability to anyone
all or any part of said securities until such disputes will have been settled either by mutual written agreement of the parties concerned or
by a final order, decree or judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction after the time for appeal has expired and no appeal has been
perfected, but you will be under no duty whatsoever to institute or defend any such proceedings.
15.
Any notice required or permitted hereunder will be given in writing and will be deemed effectively given upon
personal delivery or upon deposit in the United States Post Office, by registered or certified mail with postage and fees prepaid, addressed
to each of the other parties thereunto entitled at the following addresses or at such other addresses as a party may designate by ten (10)
days advance written notice to each of the other parties hereto.
COMPANY:

QuickLogic Corporation
1277 Orleans Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Attention: Corporate Secretary

PURCHASER:

ESCROW AGENT:

QuickLogic Corporation
1277 Orleans Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Attention: Corporate Secretary

16.
By signing these Joint Escrow Instructions, you become a party hereto only for the purpose of said Joint Escrow
Instructions; you do not become a party to the Agreement.
17.
This instrument will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, and their respective successors and
permitted assigns.

18.
The Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement is incorporated herein by reference. These Joint Escrow Instructions, the
1999 Stock Plan and the Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement (including the exhibits referenced therein) constitute the entire agreement
of the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersede in their entirety all prior undertakings and agreements of the Escrow
Agent, the Purchaser and the Company with respect to the subject matter hereof, and may not be modified except by means of a writing
signed by the Escrow Agent, the Purchaser and the Company.
19.
These Joint Escrow Instructions will be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the
State of California.
Very truly yours,
QUICKLOGIC CORPORATION
By:
Title:
PURCHASER:
(Signature)
(Typed or Printed Name)
ESCROW AGENT:
Corporate Secretary

EXHIBIT A-4

ELECTION UNDER SECTION 83(b)
OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986
The undersigned taxpayer hereby elects, pursuant to the above-referenced Federal Tax Code, to include in taxpayer’s gross income for the
current taxable year, the amount of any compensation taxable to taxpayer in connection with his receipt of the property described below:
1.

The name, address, taxpayer identification number and taxable year of the undersigned are as follows:
NAME:

TAXPAYER:

SPOUSE:

TAXPAYER:

SPOUSE:

ADDRESS:
IDENTIFICATION NO.:
TAXABLE YEAR:
2.

The property with respect to which the election is made is described as follows:
Stock of QuickLogic Corporation (the “Company”).

3.

The date on which the property was transferred is:

4.

The property is subject to the following restrictions:

,

shares (the “Shares”) of the Common

.

The Shares may be repurchased by the Company, or its assignee, on certain events. This right lapses with regard to a portion of
the Shares based on the continued performance of services by the taxpayer over time.
5.

The fair market value at the time of transfer, determined without regard to any restriction other than a restriction which by its
terms will never lapse, of such property is:
$

6.

The amount (if any) paid for such property is:
$

The undersigned has submitted a copy of this statement to the person for whom the services were performed in connection with the
undersigned’s receipt of the above-described property. The transferee of such property is the person performing the services in
connection with the transfer of said property.
The undersigned understands that the foregoing election may not be revoked except with the consent of the Commissioner.
Dated:

,
, Taxpayer

The undersigned spouse of taxpayer joins in this election.
Dated:
,

EXHIBIT 31.1
CERTIFICATIONS
I, E. Thomas Hart, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this quarterly report on Form 10-Q of QuickLogic Corporation;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known
to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions
about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s
most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the
equivalent functions):
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which
are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information;
and
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s
internal control over financial reporting.

Date: May 10, 2007
/s/ E. Thomas Hart
E. Thomas Hart
Chief Executive Officer

EXHIBIT 31.2
I, Carl M. Mills, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this quarterly report on Form 10-Q of QuickLogic Corporation;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known
to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions
about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s
most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the
equivalent functions):
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which
are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information;
and
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s
internal control over financial reporting.

Date: May 10, 2007
/s/ Carl M. Mills
Carl M. Mills
Chief Financial Officer

EXHIBIT 32
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, E. Thomas Hart, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002, that the Quarterly Report of QuickLogic Corporation on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended April 1, 2007, fully complies with the
requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that information contained in such Quarterly Report on
Form 10-Q fairly presents in all material respects the financial condition and results of operations of QuickLogic Corporation.
By:
Date:
Name:
Title:

/s/ E. Thomas Hart
May 10, 2007
E. Thomas Hart
Chief Executive Officer

I, Carl M. Mills, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002, that the Quarterly Report of QuickLogic Corporation on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended April 1, 2007, fully complies with the
requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that information contained in such Quarterly Report on
Form 10-Q fairly presents in all material respects the financial condition and results of operations of QuickLogic Corporation.
By:
Date:
Name:
Title:

/s/ Carl M. Mills
May 10, 2007
Carl M. Mills
Chief Financial Officer

